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I. Introduction

A. Plan of the Paper

In studying physics "Beyond the Standard Model"
we have made a number of assumptions. The most
fundamental of these assumptions are that it is
worthwhile to try to study Beyond the Standard Model
even though no one knows what direction will be
fruitf~, and that such a stUdy will be useful in
making decisions about future facilities if choices
mu st be made.

At the summer study we proceeded by breakinq up
our larqe qroup into smaller working qroups to
concentrate on various topics [deviations from the
Standard Model, supersyrnmetry, Higgs physics and
technicolor, qrand unification, constituent ideas,
rare interactions] with 5-10 participants in each.
These groups discussed their findinqs with the larger
group, and several of them have written contributions
to the proceedings. In this report we are trying to
summarize the main results and conclusions in one
place. It would be nice if we could give a well
interpreted and unified presentation, but that is
probably impossible because by their very nature the
topics we are discussing are fragmented and
incomplete, and are often orthogonal approaches to
physics.

Our plan for this report is then
1. Int roduct i on
2. General Behavi or of Particle Interactions

At Hi gh Energy
3. New Leptons of Conventional Types
4. New Quarks of Conventional Types
5. Deviations from Standard Model Predictions
6. Grand Unified Theories
7. Higgs Physics Beyond the Standard Model,

charged Hiqgs
8. Technicolor
9. Su pe rS)l1lme t ry

10. T~e Flavor Problem
11. Constituent Ideas
12. Anomalous Currents and Interactions
13. Non-standard Objects
14. What if there is no Standard Model ZO?
15. Remark on Lumi nosity vs Energy

Wherever appropriate (e.q. for Technicolor, specific
grand unification models, supersymmetrY) we treat the
various approaches as ways to get interesting
indications of phenomena to study rather than as
believable models of the right answer.

We have taken the standard model to be the
followi ng:

• 3 families of quarks and of leptons with
ma ssl ess v

• SU(3)c~ SU(2)L® U(I) gauqe theories of
stronq, weak, and electromaqnetic
interactions

• 1 neutral Hiqgs boson
• CP vi olation vi a the quark mass matrices

This is a remarkable accomplishment of particle
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physics in the past two decades.
The Standard Model may be correct and it may be

fundame ntaI, bu t it is i ncomp I ete. It does what it
is meant to do, and it does not address many
questions at all. It does not consider or explain

• the possible (qrand) unification of quarks
and leptons, and of the various forces in
nature;

• why the Standard Model works i.e. why 3 colors,
explicit parity violation, etc.

• the oriqin of mass, and the need for scalar
bosons;

• the origi n of fl avors, and how many fl avors.

It is these topics which all of the approaches to
Beyond the Standard Model attempt to resol ve. In a
sense, the main question is how to find experimental
clues to these problems.

Althouqh the Standard Model is not yet fully
established [at a minimum it is necessary to find
ZO,W±, find or understand a Hiqqs boson, measure
radiative corrections, and test QCD scaling violations
and multijet behavior], our working hypothesis is that
the Standard Model can beused to study how to go -
Beyond the sfaiicfardr;;QdeT.--rn particul a-r,-any 
hypothetical new particle which carries electric
c~arge will couple to a photon and can be produced in
e+e-collisions, any particle which carries weak
isospin couples to the ZO and will appear in ZO decay
if energetically allowed, and any particle which
carries color will couple to qluons and can be
produced in hadron collisions. All of these
production rates are calculable (with appropriate
uncertainties -- see below). Simi larly, many decay
signatures can be discussed in terms of Standard Model
properties.

"We assllne the standard model is valid" can be
interpreted several ways. (1) We certainly assume
that the Standard Model is valid to calculate
production cross sections, decays, renormalization
qroup behavior, etc. Then whenever new objects have
SU(3)c, Sll(2)L, or lJ( 1) quantlJTl numbers we can pl an
for their properties. (2) Further, we assume that
w±,Zo will be found as fundamental bosons at the
predicted masses (apart from small corrections that
might be a clue to physics Beyond the Standard Model
--see section 5). (3) We also assume that QCD
perturbative analysis and jet physics is reliable.
These parts of the Standard Model could be valid and
fundamental whatever the final outcome for the rest.
For the purposes of our article, we do assume (1),
(2), and (3). On the other hand, our results do not
depend on the parts of the Standard Model involving
Hiqgs physics, CP violation, or v masses; rather,
these are poorly understood subjects which need
experimental and theoretical illumination.

B. When Can Calculations at Hadron Colliders be
Trusfeif? - ---

At e+e- colI i ders the product i on rates for new
particles depend on their coupling to the photon
(t~eir electric charge) or to the ZO (their weak
charge) and are clean to calculate. At hadron



Table 1.1: Approximate values of R for various e+e
reactions at Is=1 TeV. We use sin2ew=0.22. Note that
at 1 TeV 1 unit of R corresponds to a cross section of
0.87xl0- 37 cm2• a is the produced particle velocity.

There may be one useful consideration, however.
Most current approaches to going beyond the Standard
Model and explaining mass ~eneration, flavor, etc, do
predi ct new low energy phenomena. Typi ca lly there
are a number of observable particles or interactions
on a mass scale below 300 GeV. Particles are found
below 300 GeV for one of two rather general reasons.
(1) In some models the fundamental theory has a ~reat

deal of symmetry. Some global symmetries are broken
for dynamical reasons, and produce massless (pseudo)

C. Mass Scales for New Physics?

Let us briefly mention the questions of mass
scales for new physics, and the generality of many of
the phenomena we discuss. This is discussed in some
detail by Peskin in a separate contribution. There
appears to be no general agreement on where to expect
a new fundamental mass scale. Technicolor ideas
usually put it around 1 TeV, but in supers}mmetric
models it has ranged from around mz to 1012 GeV.
Veltman1.2, Bjorken1.3 and others have argued that if
the present Standard Model is not a fundamental gau~e

theory we will see new phenomena and strong
interactions by 1 TeV; unfortunately, however, such
interactions may be mainly in the gau~e boson sector
and might give numerically small effects1•4 in
experiments initiated with light fermion (e±, u,d.s,
quarks) beams as the coupling is effectively through
the masses or suppressed by higher powers of g2.
Some people have even argued for the total absence of
any fundamental scale below the Grand Unification
scale.

colliders the production depends mainly on the
coupl ing to color. In principl e that is as
well-founded a part of the Standard Model as the
electric or weak charges, but our practical knowledge
of how to do calculations is limited by inexperience
and the increased complexity of QCD.

All calculations at hadron colliders depend on
coupling to quarks or ~luons in the hadrons, and thus
depend on our knowl ed~e of the quark and gluon
structure functions and how to convolute them. That
certainly impl ies that no cal cul ation of the absolute
normalization of a cross section is reliable to better
than a factor of two or so, and perhaps that is
optimistic. This situation could be improved; the
present knowledge of structure functions is based on
analyses of older data with older techniques and
should be updated. However, because of the intrinisic
complexity and consequent need for approximations,
plus doubts about factorization, the uncertainty will
never totally disappear.

One can make two useful quantitative statements.

(a) Up to what mass can one believe the
estimates for production of a heavy particle? A ~ood

~uide here is that the FNAL lepton pair experiments
have observed that the Drell-Yan scalin~ curve1•1 is
followed at least up to m(t1)~17 GeV for 1S=27 GeV.
The extrapolation of that result to hi~her ener~ies

can be expected to ~ive reliable results. Thus it
might be reasonable to accept estimates for m/IS ~

0.6.

(b) Even if quark or gluon structure functions
are well measured at present machines, scalin~

violations will cause them to vary at larger Q2. The
area under the curve of F(x) vs. x for a structure
function F(x) will stay constant, but it will rise at
small x and fall at large x. The cross over point is
around x=O.1 and moves slowly toward x=O with
increasing Q2. Consequently, estimates of production
rates for 0.05<x<0.15 should be rather reliable. For
x<0.05 one should avoid too rapid a rise to be
conservative, and for x<O.OI our present
understandin~ of the theory probably does not permit
reliable estimates. For x>0.15 the scaling
violations decrease the rate and reasonable scaling
violations must be included to avoid an overestimate.
For x>0.5 present techniques may not allow a reliable
estimate, although if data is present to guide us as
in Drell-Yan production, it may be possible to do
better.

There is some model dependence in relating x to
the mass scales of interest, but it should be
satisfactory to take x=m/ls for production of a
single object of mass m,x = 2m/IS for pair production
of a particle of mass m, and x=2PT/1S for production
of a jet of transverse momentum PT'

With these qualifications in mind, we give here
on the following pages Tables 1.1 and 1.2 of cross
sections in e+e-and hadron-hadron reactions for
various kinds of hypothetical physics, so the reader
can get a feelin~ for the numbers involved. Details,
assumptions, and unfamiliar objects are explained in
the appropriate section below. Objects with a - are
supersymmetric partners, and H± are charged Higgs
bosons; PT is a Technicolor vector boson.

Reaction
e+e- +

L+L-

LOLo

New QQ (charge 2/3)

New QIJ (charge 1/3)

New Quarkonium
resonance

H+W

PT

t>J";v
QQ (charge 2/3)

IT
W+W-

ZOy (Icose 1<0.9)

Zoo (total 0)

Approximate values of R
at IS = 1 TeV

1. 2 a

0.3 a

2.0 a

1.1 a

- 1 at peak,
peak may be wide

0.3 13 3

15-20 at peak
peak may be wide

0.4 13 3 per flavor

0.9 13 3 per flavor

30 Jefore any cuts

4 before any cuts

2.3

- 3000 assuming standard
model with radiative

corect ions

2.0 a

0.2 a
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Other general phenomena may occur. If the
apparent broken flavor symmetry we see is a
spontaneously broken symmet'ry there should be either
Goldstone bosons or gauge bosons which mediate flavor
changing neutral transitions and violate universality
between famil i eSt If the f1 avor symmetry is due to a
constituent structure there should be rearrangement

Table 1.2: Estimated cross sections for some
hypothetical new particles or jets. Events for a
possible machine in a ~iven time can be obtained by
multiplyin~ by an appropriate luminosity and len~th of
time. Numbers are not given where the masses are too
heavy or too 1ight for the calcul ations to be
meanin~ful. The last two entries are jets from a

2
point cross section nonmalized to O=GFs.

Goldstone bosons. These bosons then ~et mass from
Standard Model interactions. Such masses can be
estimated with some confidence because they depend on
Standard Model effects, and they will come out in the
10 GeV range for color singlet states, the 100-300
GeV range for colored states. This kind of result
occurs in technico10r models. (2) If the Standard
Model, with mw,z=100 GeV is to be explained by some
some new fundamental approach, there must be
mechanisms to produce such a mass scale. Then many
other particles which get mass by the same mechanism,
e.g. radiative1y, will occur on the same mass scale.
This happens in some supersymmetry models. Thus there
is good reason to hope for new particle phenomena on
the mass scale be1aw 300 GeV, as low energy
manifestations of a higher unknawn scale.

o(pb) for IS (TeV)

• Once one is Beyond the Standard Model there are
no theorems, except that the Standard Model
should hold. Probably all results are model
dependent at the level where they confront
experiment.

• It is not knawn how to go Beyond the Standard
Model. Clues might come from new particles,
new interactions, rare decays, small deviations
from Standard Model predictions. We examine
predictions of today's interestin~ ideas, not
because they are right, but as examples of
probes of unknown phenomena.

effects. Either way, flavor changin~ neutral
interactions should be observed.

To conclude the introduction we want to emphasize
some additional assumptions that have -- often rather
implicitly -- guided the deliberations of this group.

• By thei r nature, some ways (perhaps the r i ~ht
ones) to ~o Beyond the Standard Model cannot be
thought of or di scussed along the 1 ines we
approach the problem. In spite of this it is
wise to make physics comparisons and judgements
using the ideas available, but a careful effort
should be made to look for facilities and
regions of variables where new effects might be
found even though they are not automatic places
to look.

• It appears to be likely that important
discoveries that help answer the open questions
will be a small part of the total cross
section, because that is the case in all models
and ideas anyone has imagi ned so far. In
hadron-hadron interactions they will generally
correspond to cross sections or branching
ratios below 10- 6 of the total rate.

• The available funding per year will not graw a
lot beyond the present level, and the
facilities we could fruitfully use cannot all
be constructed within the available bUdget, so
comparisons and choices must be made.

• We have purposely not tried to study haw to
distinguish between models, how to decide what
an effect is once it is found, etc. Those
questions will be left as interesting topics
for a future study.

Fi na11y we remark that we have not tried to do a
thorough job of providing referenceS and credit to the
original literature, because many hundreds of
references would be involved. Apart from places where
a specific point or number is referenced to explain
its origi n we have ma i n1y referred to revi ews and
summaries, where the origi nal 1iterature can be
traced. We apologize for any imbalance or neglect in
credit that might arise.

Additional neutral gauge bosons, perhaps with
interactions much different from the usual ZO, are
suggested by horizontal gauge theories, hy
constituent ideas, and by some Grand Unification
ideas where additional U(l) symmetries occur.
AnomalouS (non-V-A) currents arise for char~ed and
neutral interactions from many approaches. As far as
is understood there is no reason for v masses to be
zero; non-zero masses occur naturally in horizontal
gauge theories and some Grand Unified approaches.
All of the above phenomena may occur for ~ood general
reasons ina gauge theory framewo rk. Thei r absence
would considerably constrain ideas, and finding them
would help even more.

10

50

0.7

10

80

40.0

4

3

4 8

10

0.03

500

10.0
(pp)

2.5 200

100 1,000

160 10,000

0.5

170 7,000

200 25,000

0.4

50

2.0
Cpp)

4

1

5

10

0.7

0.8
( pp)

0.04

1ight quark jets
(PT=100 GeV)

gluino pairs
(m=ITeV)

1ight quark jets
(PT=800 GeV)

jets from point 0

(PT=100 GeV)

Techni rho
(m=1 TeV)

Q-q pai r
(m=100 GeV)

Q-q pair
(m=500 GeV)

glu ino pai rs
(m=150 GeV)

jets from point 0

(PT=800 GeV)

Hy pothet i ca1
Produced State

zo (m=300 GeV)

zo (m=l TeV)

zo (m=2 TeV)

nT (m=240 GeV)
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A. Introduction

2. The General Behavior of Particle Interactions
~ Hi gh tilergy (2.5)

in the center-of-mass system. AsslJ111 ng the fermion
is a spin 1/2, unit charge, point particle

A convenient mnemonic in the energy range of interest
here is

Fi nally, as we all kn(»l, it is convenient to define a
relative cross section

~e re s i ~ the square of the center-of-ma ss energy, a
lS the flne structure constant, and /3 is the fermion
velocity in units of the velocity of 1ight. The
total cross section is

When the Is is nuch 1arger than the fermi on rna ss we
have the basic point fermion, electromagnetic cross
sect ion,

2
0

0
= 4j~ = 8~. 7 nb, sin GeV 2 (2.8)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.9)sin TeV2

do a 2/3 2 2an = 4'S (2-/3 sin e)

2 2= 21Ta /3(3-/3 )
o 3s

10- 37 2
0 0 - -s- cm ,

In this section we outline the expected general
behavior of particle interactions at high energy. We
do this for two reasons. Fi rst, these interactions
produce the background in which we I11Jst search for
new phenomena and new particles. Hence questions of
how difficult it will be to find new physics can only
be answered by having a broad picture of these
backg rou nd interact ions. Se cond, if we are look i ng
for the unexpected without a specific hypothesis,
then the recognition of the unexpected depends again
upon a broad know1 edge of the expected.

~ begin with e+e- interactions in the range
0.1</s<2.0 TeV; it is here that the standard model of
particle interactions provide the most definitive

..e.i cture of what to expect. Next we consider pp and
pp interactions in the energy range of 0.5<15<40 TeV.
The recent pp interaction studies'at the CERN SPS
..e.rovide one starting point for this survey of pp and
pp interactions. We also use experience with e+e
interactions to provide some hints of how jet
phenomena might behave in hadron-hadron interactions.
Finally we look at ep colliders in the range 0.2<15<
3.3 TeV. The lower limit is for 10 GeV e's colliding
with 1 TeV p's; the upper limit is for 140 r:eV e's
colliding with 20 TeV P's.

B. General Behavior of e+e- Interactions for
0.15Is$2.0 TeV ---

a. e+e- Cross Sections: In the energy range
from the VT"CTnlty of the ZO to about 2 TeV, the
standard model predicts the following processes in
e+e- interactions, depending upon the energy

Bhabha scattering:

R = 0/00

Before proceeding to the energy range of interest
in this study, we briefly review the cross sections
for 15<40 GeV where the dominant processes are
electromagnetic; and the weak processes can he
treated as a correction2•1•

The purely e1ectromagneic di fferentia1 e-ross
section for Bhabha scattering (Fig. 2.1a)

(2. 1) (2.10a)

El ementary fermi on production:

e++e- + q + q; q = quark=u,d,s,c,b,t

d 2 3+cos2e 2
cffi- = %s (1- cose) ; Is { 40 r:eV

(2.1Ob)
+ - +-e +e + e +e

i s2.1

Isl:40 r:eV (2.1Oc)
The purely electromagnetic di fferentia1 and total
cross section for

Hence the total cross section is infinite. Of
course, Bhabha scattering events are valuable for
measuring luminosity. However it is useful to note
the total cross section for Icose!<.9

e++e- + e++e- : 0 ( Icosel < .9) .. 30a2/s ;(2.3a)

(2. 3b)

(2. 3c)

(2.3d)

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

\l,T

Elementary vector boson production:

e++e- + Y + Y

e++e- + Y + zo
e++e- + zo + zo

e++e- + W+ + w-

have already been given in Eqs. 2.5-2.8. We note
that sufficiently far above threshold each process
has R=l. Hadron production away from the l/I and T
resonances proceeds through Eq. 2.5 where the f is a
quark q. Eq. 2.7 is simply modified to

Two-vi rtual-photon processes:

e++e- + e++e- + Yvirtua1 + Yvirtua1 (2.4)

Yvi rtual + Yvi rtua1 + leptons, quarks, or bosons

We shall now make some remarks on the size of
these cross sections. All formul a are for
unpo1arized beams.

We begin with the expression for the purely
electromagnetic production of a fermion pair

e++e- + q+ii : Is { 40 GeV

(2. 11a)
-21-



The weak interaction has little effect on the
small angle Bhabha cross section because the
t-channel photon exchange diagram, Fig. 2.1a,

(a) electromagnetic weak

Equation 2.13 ignores the radiative correction to the
peak and threshold effects of the f mass.

At the ZO for e+e-+fT
R~160 Cef; without radiative correction
R~110 Cef; with radiative correction (2.13b)

which are enonnous values for R.

As the energy, IS, moves above ZO, the
contribution of the weak interaction begins to
decrease relative to the electromagnetic
interaction. Eventually the latter interaction
domi nates for charged fermi on production. All this
assumes the standard model of one Zo. The cross
sections all behave as l/s and we have the simole
rule 2.3 for 1S»m~, and neglectin9 t-channel
contributions to e e-+e+e-, e+e-+veve ,

Table 2.1: Standard model expressions for vf, af,

d ( 2+ 2) numerical values for sin2ew=0.22an vfa f ;

I 2 2
vf af v +a

f f
neutrino +1 +1 2.00

1epton
type t- -1+4s i nZew -1 1.01

up class 8
(u ,c, t) +1 - - sin2ew +1 1.17

quark 3
type Idown class 4

(d,s,b) -1 + - sin2eW -1 1.50
3

(2.1lc)

(2. 11b)

Then for each quark

R , = 3 [Q2+Q2d+Q2+Q2+Q2bJ = 11/3
hadronlc usc

a prediction which is confirmed by experiment.

Starting from this brief review we will now
consider how these cross sections are modi fied as we
proceed into higher energies, tf-trough ,Zo peak, and
up to 2 TeV. This means we rust conslder weak
interaction processes.

.~' ),.<'
- e

:'X:'

where Qq is the quark charge.
color

R _ = 02
qq 6+ 1 q

This leads to the famous prediction that above the
threshold for b quark production, but with IS ~ 40
GeV

f e

2.1. niagrams for e++e-+f+t.

dominates; for large angles the concepts discussed
next can be appl ied. The production of 1epton or
quark pairs now proceeds through both the
electromagnetic and weak interaction, Fi g. 2.1b

( bJ

e++e--f+f

r~I'-,T,u,d,s,c,b".

f=t or q

R(e+e- + !+! -) J. 17 (2.14a)

R( e+e- + VtVt) 0.31 (2.14b)

R(e+e- + qq) 1.95, q charge = 2/3 (2.14c)

R(e+e- + qq) 1.09, q charge = 1/3 (2.14d)

Fig. 2.2 sketches this behavior for a charged lepton
pair; the ZO peak has not been corrected for
radiation. In Fig. 2.2a we indicate that forlS)>m z

a--_(O,1
2

) (pb)
s TeV

b

.c
Q.

100

0.1

100

10

(2.12a)

(2.13a)

f=t,v,orqe++e- + Zo + f + r;

In the vicinity of the ZO, for our survey purpose, we
can ignore the electromagnetic process and use2.2

Here G is the Fermi weak coupl ing const, mz is the ZO
ma~s, and r z is the ZO width. The parameters v and a
are from the v-aY5 expression in the weak current.
Table 2.1 gives their value in the Standard Model.

0,1 l----.L-~ _ ___"__---'-_---.J

o 100 200 300 400 500 600

J5 (GeV)

2.2. For e++e-+!+H-: (a) R and (b) cross section
versus energy.
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(2.14e)

with s in TeV2. This expression can be appl ied to
any of the fennion pairs using the ratio of the
nll11bers in Eqs. 2.14a-d. Furthennore. this rule can
be applied in a rough way to hadron-hadron
collisions in which fennion pairs are produced
through quark-antiquark annihilation vi a the
Drell-Yan process

(2.19)

all occur thrugh the t-channel, e-exchange diagram
in Fig. 2.3a. The yy differential cross section
i s2.4

q+q + y. Zo + f+r

Hence. in hadron-hadron collisions as well as e+e
collisions, the cross sections which produce f1
pairs with invariant masses above several hundred
GeV are less than a picobarn.

To conclude this section we turn to vector boson
production; Eqs. 2.3. The processes

(0)

2

3

2
t m - (s/2) (1 - fl cose)

z

2
u = m - (s/2) (l + fl cose)

z

Th is reaction also has forward and backward peaks.
The magnitude of the cross section is strongly
dependent2• 5 on sinew because of the last tenn in
Eq.2.19. Figure 2.4a shCMs the behavior of R for
sin2e w=0.22. Thus contrary to fennion pair
production, R increases wi th IS here.

4

(2.15a)

(2. 15b)

(2.15c)

e++e- + y+y

4377A4

15001000

(GeV)
500

vis9-82

0
R

40 ( b)

30

20

10

0
0

R versus total energy for (a) e++e-+Zo+Lo , and
(b) e++e-+W++W-.

The reaction

2.4.

(2. 16)

( oj

e++e---- y+y

e++e---- Y+zc

e++e---- zo+zo

+ -e e +yy:

In Table 2.2 we summarize the behavior of R as a
function of energy for the processes we have
d i scu ssed.

(2.20)

5/~(2.21)

2
As with e+e- + ZOZO R increases as ~n (s/mw).
hCMeve r t he ~ n behavi or has a diffe rent 0 ri gi n.
Figure 2.4b gives the behavior of R versus energy.

occurs2• 4 •2• 5 through a compl icated cancellation of
the three diagrams in Fig. 2.3b. The differential
cross section peaks when e, the angle between the e
and W-, i s sma 11. Fo r 1a rge s

2 2
+- Zo.da_a (l+cose)e e +y . 00 - 5 . 2

s 1n e

2.3. Diagrams for vector boson production

and has peaks at 00 and 18(]'. The yZO differential
cross section2• 4 also has forward and backward
peak s. I ndeed when IS> >m z

For these two reactions

e+e- + yy a( Icose I < .9) " 8lTa2/s (2.I8a)

e+e- + yZO a( Icose I < .9) " 3lTa2/s (2.18b)

The Zo£.o differential cross section is2• 4
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( i )

(i i)

(i v)

(2.24)

(2.25a)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.25)

(2.23c)

ejet (15 GeV) = (.35/1.5) rad'" 130

<NCh> = -1.0 + 2.0 tn s

I 2
S 3 . i Pt,i

'" "2" mln I 2
i Pi

Table 2.3: Various extrapolations for <Nch>
in e+e- annihilation; s is in GeV2

He re and in the rest of this paper we shall
assume that the ,,0 IlUltipl icity is given by

c. Quark jets in e+e- Interactions: All our
present kn(7,o/l edge oTquar:kliadronic jets comes from
e+e- data bel(7,o/ /5.. 36 GeV. We IlkJ st depend on this
data to visualize h<W quark jets can be studied and
used at higher e+e- energi es. And we I1lJ st _
extrapolate this kn<Wl edge into very high energy pp
and pp interactions to see if we can detect and use
quark jets in hadron-hadron physics. We are
interested in two issues. Fi rst, what is the
angJlar size of a jet? This is relevant to h(7,o/
easily a jet can be found, particul arly in hadron
hadron interactions. The second issue is: h(7,o/ well
can the invariant mass of a jet be measured?

A round estimate of the angJl ar size of a jet
can be made as foll(7,o/s. In e+e- interactions at IS=
30 GeV the total particle multipl icity is about 20,
hence the average particle momentum is 1.5 GeV/c.
In a jet the average transverse momentum relative to
the jet axis is about 350 MeV/c. Thus we expect the
conical half angle of a 15 GeV jet to be

A more refined measure is to use the sphericity,
Fig. 2.6.

Here Pi is the momentum of particle i in the jet and
Pt i is its transverse momentum relative to the jet
axh. Then define2•R,2.9

sin ejet,sph = 12S/3

This yields for a 15 GeV jet

ejet,sph (15 GeV) '" 160

Is 2.3 s
1/4

Eq. 2.23a-1.0+2.0 tn s

~

100 17 23 23
500 24 51 52

1000 27 73 72
2000 29 103 98

>-
>-
~ 15 I- • ADONE ~

...J • SLAC-LBL ~0..

5 0 LENA ~~to
~ 10

. JADE -
0 PLUTO /'.0

0
6 TASSO £<:0w

C>
0::

~
<l 5I
V

2
<l
w
::;: 0

1001 10

.IS (GeV)

(i i i)

e++e- + e++e- + Yvi rtual + Yvi rtual
(2.22)

Yvirtual+Yvirtual+ leptons, quarks, or bosons

the total cross section increases as
tn s;
the total cross section is dominated by
lTIyy «(s where Illvy is the invariant
mass of the two photons;
the total cross section is also
domi nated by sma 11 PTyy' where PTyy is
the transverse momentum of the
yy system;
hence events from this process are
identified and separated from other
events by l1Iyy and PTyy criteria.

Reference 2.7 gives more details.

b. e+e- Multipl icities: Figure 2.5 gives the
measured charged particle multiplicity in e+e
annihilation. 2• 6 One of the ways to fit the data
over the entire Is range is to use the QeD inspired
expression

2.5. Mean charged 1'1.l1 tipl icity versus total energy
for e+e- annihilation.

Finally we remark on the two-virtual photon
process

The main characteristics of this process are:

t+t- - - -IS \)\) qq qq
w+w-( GeV) 2 1 ZOZO

charge: - charge: -
3 . 3

40 1.00 .02 1.33 .33 .0 -.-0-

93( zo ) 110 225 395 505 .0 .0
200 1.27 .50 2.37 1.54 1.1 9.5
700 1.18 .32 1.97 1.11 2.8 26.0

2000 1.17 .31 1.956 1.09 3.4 42.0

Table 2.2: R for e+e- goes to the indic~t~d f~nal
states asslJ1ling the Standard Model and Sln ew 
0.22. The values at the ZO are corrected for
radi at ion.

bltn( S/A2)
<Nch> = No + a e

The rough rul e
1/4

<Nch> = 2.3 s , s in GeV2

(2.23a)

(2.23b)

gives the same values of <Nch> over the energy range
in Table 2.3. However we feel that these fits are
driven by the rapid change in d <Nch>/dlS over the
energy range in Fig. 2.5; and may not be a good way
to ext rapolate. Th erefore we a lso fit the 1arge IS
data in Fig. 2.5 with
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2.6. Average sphericity versus total energy for e+e
annihilation. From Ref. 2.9.

2.7. Average charged particle density per unit
solid angle from a model calculation at the
energy of the Zoo The t quark mass is ass\ll1ed
to be 19 GeV/c 2• From Ref. 2.10.

(2.29)
2 2 +

m = (LEi) -(LPi)
jet i i

a) uncertainties as to which particles are in
the jet;

b) loss of undetected particles such as
neutrinos and neutrons;

+
c) errors in measuring Pi

Furthermore one has to rely on calorimetric
measurements for the photon measurements, and
perhaps for the charged particle measurements. This
general problem is too cOlTpl icated to discuss in
this paper.

where the S\ll1 is over all particles in the jet. The
errors come from:

. . .
IS 6jet,E (50%)

( GeV) u ,d , s ,c qua rt< s t quark

29 30" -
89 4° 2~

All alternative measure of the angul ar size of the
jet uses the energy distribution. We define 6jet,E
(PE) where 6jet E is the conical half angle which
contains a percentage PE of the total jet energy.
Table 2.4 gives some exa"lll es.

Tab1e 2. 4: 6jet E (5 0%) for u,d, s ,c qua rk s
and for t quarks, ass\ll1i ng "'t;=25 GeV

and the jet model describe in Ref 2 10

(2.30)

The

IF + q + q' + hadrons

ZO + q + q + hadrons

will often lead to a pair of jets, Fig. 2.8, which
in turn all~s the identification of the Wor Z
through a mass measurement. If E1 and E2 are the
respective jet energies and 612 is the angle between
them

d. Wand Z Jets in e+e- Interactions:
decayS: ---------

The next question is what happens at higher
energy. Over the kn~n range (Fig. 2.6), the
sphericity and hence 6jet is decreasing. There are
some grounds for arguing that 6jet will continue to
decrease as the IS increases. We note that the
average value of Pi increases as IS/<Nch>, while the
average value of Pt,i increases at a sl~er rate.

On the other hand as the IS increases we expect
that each jet emits a larger fraction of secondary
quark and gluon jets which broaden the basic jet.
Therefore we wi 11 be conservative and ass\ll1e a
constant measure of the jet size of

A related question is the expected width of a jet
from a t quark. All of the above considerations
were based on the natural mixture of the light
quarks and b quark at e+e- energies near 30 GeV.
The t quark jet wi 11 certainly be broader. 2• 10
Figure 2.7 is an exa"llle.

The measurement of the invariant mass of a jet
is a process with which we have little experience at
present. The goal is to determi ne

The error lI6 depends upon h~ well each jet axis can
be determi ned; lI6..40 mrad seems attainable. Hence

(2.32)

(2.31)

Ew in GeVlim .. lI6
m

An analysis of the measurement sh~s that the
controlling error is lI6, the error in 612. In the
case of a symmetric decay, E1=E2=Ew/2, and
612=2mw/Ew• Using mw=80 GeV

Ew
(100) ,

(2.28)6jet 5 20"
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The w± and ZO inclusive cross sections2• 12 are
given in Fi g. 2.10. The production mechani9l1 is

Is TeV
(mb)

C1tot

1 68 (2.35)
2 75

10 91
40 105

q + q + w± or ZO (2.36)

2.8. Sketch of a Wdecaying into two quark jets.

a. pp and pp Cross Sections: Fi gure 2 9 shlJils
the measured"PP ancfPPTotal cross sections. t 11 To
estimate C1tot at higher energies we use C1pp tot ..
C1pp,tot and assume the extrapolation '

In the unsj4T1metric decay the error is larger.
However, at least some of the time, the measurement
of the invariant mass of a pair of quark jets will
alllJil a determination as to whether they come from a
W or Zoo But it is not possible to distinguish a W
from a ZO by this method.

b

(2.33)Ew in GeV-4
2.5x10 Ew'

General Behavior of Hadron-Hadron Interactions
for 0.5 ~ /s ~ 40TeV

lim
m

C.

(2.39)

(2.37)

50 100

5 )( 10- 8
1 x 10- 6
5 x 10- 6

5 10 20

.,;TIm

<Nch>

30
49
63

2

1
10
40

/s (TeV)

1
10
40

IS (TeV)

This equation predicts

2.10. Calculated production cross section for Wand
ZO boson in pp and pp collisions. From Ref.
2.12.

From Fig. 2.10 and its extrapolation we estimate:

b. pp and pp Multipl icities: Multipl icity
studies atffi-e-etRN ISRZ.13 and SpS2.14.2.15
colliders indicate that the most suitable equation
for the total charged multipl icity is

<Nch> = .88 + .44 in s + .118 (in s)2 (2.38)

The Wcross section is a little larger and the
respective pp cross sections are a little smaller.

(2.34)

ELOb (GeV)

10 1 102 103 104 105

75

70 t,. BNL,PS

O. Serpukhov

v. FNAL
65 o· ISR

• This Experiment

60

:0
~

55

~
50

45

40

35
5 10 50 100 500 1000

..rs (GeV)

C1tot = -1.1 + 23.1 10910 IS; sin GeV

Then the folllJiling is predicted

2.9. Total cross sections for pp and PP. From Ref.
2.11.

He re we a re a ssumi ng that <Nch>pp.. <Nch>PP. We shall
also assume <Nno> .. <N ch>/2.

Si nce many of the produced particles are
clustered around the beam 1 ine, most searches for
new types of particles will avoid the forward and
bacl<ward di rections. Restricting our attention to
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colliders with equal energy beams, this means that
the regi on

is of most interest. He re 8 is the a ngl e between a
particle and one of the beilll di rections. We recall
that the rapidity parameter y is defined by

1 E+Pn
y = 2 tn (~) (2.41a)

and when the particle mass is ignored we get the
pseudorapi di ty

Using llPl - 100 GeV and Ml - 10 for 30" < 8 < 150",

(2.44a)

(2.44b)

do/em dPl - 10- 8 mb/GeV

o(mjet = 100 GeV) - 10- 5 mb

and is very small corrpared to 0tot.

D. General Behavior of ep Interactions for
0.2 < Is < 3.3 teV

Fig. 2.12. These curves can be used as follows.
Consider pp at /S=1000 GeV and suppose one is
interested ina jet of 100 GeV i nva ri ant rna ss. Th en
Pl of order 100 GeV must be involved and(2.40)

(2.41b)( 1+~OS8)yps = tn Sln8

2.11. Sketch of jets in hadron-hadron collisions at
a collider.

Nevertheless it is useful to t? to estimate
the jet production cross section2• 1 as is done in

-2 < yps < 2

At the I SR energy of /S = 60 GeV, the mean charged
particle multiplicity per unit rapidity near 8=90",
<dNch/dY>900 is 2.0 for pp collisions2• 13 , at the
SPS pp collider2· 14 it is 3.0 for /S=540 GeV.
Ignoring the pp-pp difference, this yields

43778 I I

40,000

10,000

5000
10-12

e En ergy p En ergy ,Is Re ference
( GeV) (TeV) (TeV)

10 1.0 0.2 2.17
30 0.3 0.2 2.18
30 0.8 0.3 2.19

140 20.0 3.3 2.20

10-\4 L-----l-L~---...L------"'-1---'50-0---'
o 500 1000

Pi (GeVlc)
9-82

p+p-Jet+x

We nOo'l consider ep interactions restricting our
discussion to colliders with the following energy
ranges:

a. ep Kinematics: The basic ep kinematics are
i llustrate<f in Fig. 2.13. The four-momentllTl carried
by the exchanged vector boson is q, and P is the
four momentllTl of the incident proton. The invariant
mass at the hadronic vertex, /Shad, is given by

sh ad = (q + P) 2 a q2 + 2q. P

In our metric q2 is negative and Iq2 1 = 2q,P- Shad.
Hence 2q. Pis the maximum value of Iq21, and we
define

10- 4 ~----r------,-------,-----,

2.12. Calculated cross section for jet production in
pp col i i s ions. From Re f. 2. 16.

2
x = lil. Oc; x.;;! ( 2 •46)2q. P ,

It is conventional to define

(2.42)

(2.43)

<N c h> i n Iy I < 2

13
15
17
19

,Is (TeV)

1
2

10
40

Hence the yps range of interest is

<dNch/dY>900 - 0.23 tr. s

This leads to the follOo'ling predictions:

We note that the distribution of Nch in the small y
region is quite ass)mmetric about <Nch>, there is a
substantial tail at large values of Nch'

c. Jets in pp and pp Interactions: We ~re

just beginningtostudy hadron jets in pp or pp
interactions in the same ways that jets are studied
in e+e- interactions. Fi qu re 2.11 illustrates the
problems. In the forward and backward regions there
are clusters of particles associated with small Pt
phenomena. Over the central region of 5 or 6 units
of rapidity there are scattered 15-20 charqed
particles (see Eq. 2.43) and half that nlJ11ber of
1I

o 's. A jet may be difficult to see in that
background. And even if the jet is seen, that
background wi 11 make it more difficult to measure
the types of .jet properties di scussed in Secs. 2Bc
and 2Bd. The studies on jet phenomena being carried
out at the SPS pp collider will illuminate these
issues.
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As shC1l'ln in Fig. 2.13, if we think of the
vi rtual boson as interacting with one of the quarks
in the proton we may partition the reaction into two
processes. The boson-quark interaction is said to

v = q. P/111p roton (2.47) Figure 2.14 gives the cross section o( Iq21>Q2)
for events with Iq21>~ This is for an ep collider
with 10 GeV e- on 1 TeV protons. Hence the
interesting large Iq21 cross sections are about 10- 5

of the total cross section in Eq 2.52.

10-31 ..---------,-------,.-------,

( 0)

4:)11813

30,000

(b)

10,000 20,000

0 2 (GeV2 )

10- 33

10-35

N

E
u 10-37

N
a
A 10-39

N
or

b
10-33

10-35

10-37

10-39
0

) Torgel Jet

q y. z~ or w
,p~1

Prolan 1~=~P-I§;:::,_

Current Jef

lead to a current jet. The spectator quarks are
said to 1ead to a target jet. We do not knC1l'l in
what fraction of the events we will be able to
actually see separated jets. Problems arise similar
to the problems of seeing jets in hadron-hadron
collisions. However there is the great advantage
that we knC1l'l the direction and enerqy of the current
jet since its four-momentum is q+xP. In neutral
current events, Eqs. 2.50a and 2.50b, we can measure
q well and hence determine x. Charged current
events, Eq. 2.5Oc, are not so straightforward, but q
and x can still be determined with a proper
detector.

2.13. Diagram for ep inelastic scattering.

~ !E. Cross Sections: In the standard model
there are three processes which occur in ep
interact ions

2.14. Integrated cross sections for inclusive ep
interact ions.

e-+p + e-+anything via photon (y) exchange
(2.50a)

The first two processes involve neutral currents
the third involves a charged current. '

The cross section for the y exchange process
has the form2• 21 •

3. New Leptons of Conventional Types

A. Introduct i on

We begin our discussion of the physics which
might exist bey~nd the standard model by considering
new 1eptons3•1, .2 of conventional type. Our
definition of a conventional lepton is:

No strong interaction
Conventional weak interactions where
applicable
Point particle
Half integer spin
Some type of lepton conservation rule.

(i)
(i i)

(i i i)
(i v)

( v)

(2.5Ob)

(2.50<;)

(2.51)

e-+p + e-+anything via ZO exchange

e-+p + ve+anything via W- exchange

do ~2 2 .
-2- ="""'4 f(s,q ,v)
dq dv q

where f is a slC1l'lly varying function of q2. Hence
this cross section is domi nated by very small q2

2
events. When Iq2 1 < ffiw the photon is almost real
and one can use concepts associated with the
interactions of real photons with protons. The
t radi tional rul e is to think of each electron as
passing through a radiator of 0.02 radiation
1engt hs.

The ~oint particle requirement (i i i) makes it
posslble to calcul ate prodJction cross sections and
1 ifetimes. COJTq:losite leptons are discussed in Sec.
11, hC1l'lever we shall occasionally note in this
section some consequences of a lepton being
compos i teo

Our discussion is centered on the type of
lepton conservation rule ob~yed by the lepton and
its partners.

Then

q2a O 0tot,ep - 0.02 0tot,yp - 2 x 10- 30 cm
(2.52)

Here we have used 0tot yp - 0.1 mb. Most ep events
will be in this domain: Incidentally, the ener~
distribution of these almost real photons will be

B. Types and Si gnatures

+ ~ Stable Si ngle Leptons: Consider a charged,
L-, or neutral, ~pton with a unique conserved
1epton nll11ber; .that nll11ber not being possessed by
any other partlcle. Then tl1elepton is stable' and
it can only be produced with its antiparticle.' For
exaJTq:lle in e-+e- annihilation

(2.53) (3.1 )
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and in production via hadron decay

h + L++L -+other particles (3.2)

T m 5
\_ .. -4 (_IJ_)

~ mL- (3. Bb)

. We can extend the sequential lepton concept in
varlOUS ways. There is no need for the neutral
1epton to have very small or zero mass. Thus we may
consider an L--L ° pair with

~ Lepton with Partners, Masses Less than the
WMass: 'Tiieli:"ii<J;ln leptons, called sequentiar---
Teptons, consist of charged-neutral pairs:

(3.3)

Here only the particles are sh<J;ln. Each partner in
a pair has the same unique, conserved 1epton nLl11ber.
This constrains the prodlction processes for exall'ple

mass La of same order as mass L

Indeed we might have

(3.9a)

(3. 9b)

The decay process, which nust be via the weak
interaction, is illustrated by the decay modes of
the r.

It is instructive to note that for this case, LO
decays via

(3.gc)

(3.9d)

(3.4)

(3.5)h + IJ- + vlJ + other particles

pure leptonic:

semi-l eptonic:

.e=e,1J
(3.6a)
(3. 6b)

and the L- may be stable. We can also consider
pairs of neutral leptons LO-LO' with the same lepton
nLrnber. If LO is more massive, possible decay modes
are

3 3

This pattern in which the decay mode consists of a
partner of the decaying lepton plus leptons or
hadrons extends to all leptons discussed in this
subsection. The restriction to lepton masses less
than the Wmass prevents decay modes containing W or
Z particles.

(3.10)

L° + L° I + (h ad rons) °

Pairs of charged leptons L--L-' may have
electromagnetic decays and. are discussed later.

Finally we need not restrict our speculations
to pairs of leptons. We may consider families of
1eptons wi th the same uni que, conserved 1epton
n Lrn be r. An e xamp 1e wo u1d be a t rip1et L° ,-L - -L a
with

xx

The branching fractions, B, can be estimated
using the elementary fermion counting method of Fig.
3.1. We assume:* e- 1'- T

w- ~e ~I' ~T

'0 0- Q Q Q

3 3
(3.11)

The semi-leptonic decay modes would be3.1. Schematic for approximate calculation of
branching fractions for the decay modes of a
charged lepton. The top quark or other proposed
fundamental fermions are assumed to be more
massive than the L-.

La, + L- + (hadrons)+

LO' + La + (hadrons) a (3.12)

Then neglecting all masses except the L- mass, mL-,

(i) rna sSL- » ma ssp ma sSe qua rk

(i i) massL- < mas5t quark

(i ii) the Standard Model

(3.13)

L- + La + (h ad ron s) -

Another way to look for massive neutral leptons
is suggested by the possibility of a fourth family
with a massive neutrino v'"La in the Standard Model
framework. Then, just as Cabibbo mixing al1<J;1s the
strange quark to decay to 1ighter generations, one
expects here v'+.e-+hadrons, with 1-=e-,IJ-,r-. By
analogy with r±+vr+rr±, here we expect v'+r1l+ (and
V'+1+1I-). The associated 1i fetimes can be scaled
from those of the r, with an unkn<J;ln mixing angle
factor to all<J;l for the generation change. 5i nee
v'v' wi 11 coupl e to the za wi th a norma 1 branchi ng
ratio, one could hope to find v' in any reaction
where ZO 's are produced. It is ill'portant to look in
1J-1I+, e-1I+, 1J+1I-, e+1I-for signals of new neutral
1eptons.

c. Leptons with Partners, Masses Larger than
the !Mass:: Con5'Tder an [-_[0 pair wfBl---

(3.7a)

(3.7b)B(L + VL hadrons) = 2/3

r(L- + all)

2 5 2 5
GFmL- 1 9GF'"L

..~. "--3
19211 B( L- +vL.ev.e ) 19211

(3. 8a)

In terms of the IJ lifetime TIJ=2.2 1O- 6s, the L-
1 ifet ime is

The decay width is
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Then the decay mode (Fig. 3.2)
LO

no charged leptons have been found heyond the e,~,
and,. The most definitive searches have used e+e
annihilation and the l(J(/er limits on the masses are

[)i agram for the decay of a charged 1epton into
a Wassuming that the difference between the
masses of the L- and LO is greater than the
mass of the W. 2. Neutral Leptons. We kn(J(/ very 1ittle about

the eXlstence of neutral 1eptons3• 1 beyond the
existence of the Ve and v~, and the very probahle
existence of the v,. The reason for our ignorance
is that the definite search method

If an e*- coup1 ed to the e- is assumed, 1arger 1(J(/er
1 imits can be placed on me*, but this requires the
use of rather restrictive assumptions ahout the
strength of the e-e* coup1 ing. There are also 1(J(/er
1 imi ts of the order of 10 CeV/c 2 on charged 1eptons
associated with muons or muon neutrinos.

(3.21)mcharged 1epton ~ 15 GeV/c 2

(3.14)

w

L- + L° + W-

3.2.

has the width
(3.22)

has too small a cross section at the energies of
existing e+e- col1iders. Searches have been made
for various special kinds of neutral leptons such as

Simil ar considerations apply to an LD_L D' pai rand
t he decay mode

where the LD mass has been ignored and a standard
gauge coupl i ng assumed. Fo r mL>>mW,

(3.23a)

an LD associated with a ~;

an LD associated with an e;
a stable LD produced in pp collisions;
an LD produced in a K or 0 meson decay.

(i)
( i i)

( iii)
( i v)

But there are no general searches and an LD with a
mass as 1(J(/ a s several hundred MeV/c2 coul d exi st
and not have been detected.

D. He avy Le pton Se a rches ~ e+e- Co 11 i ders

a. Lepton Mass < W or Z Mass: We have a great
deal of e~erience in searching for charged
lePtons3.2-~2 via

(3.17)

(3.16)

d. Excited Charged Leptons: A traditional
speculrc!tion in lepton physics concerns excited
charged leptons; for example an excited electron e'
wou1 d have:

masse' > masse(i)

( i i)
(3. 1fl)

lepton number e' - " 1epton number e-

It is easy to extend that experience to

(3.23b)

Th is concept is particu1 arly attractive in composite
models of leptons in which the L' would be an
excited state of the L.

and to neutral lepton production

(3.24)

Condition (i i) all(J(/s the electromagnetic decay

L-+ L-' +y (3.19)

wi th wi dth fern. Weak decays

These processes have very distinctive
signatures. We restrict our discussion in this
section to leptons with mL<mw or mz• For brevity we
consider only leptons with partners, the lighter
partner being stable. Cl early more cof1lJ1 icated
decay schemes can be devi sed.

(3.25a)

(3.25c)

2 prong

3 prong

(3.25b)
L-+hadron cluster

1 prong

L-+LDH-+Vt: prong

L-+LD+hadrons: hadron cluster

L-+L'-+hadrons: L'-+hadron cluster

(3.20)
L-' + (hadrons)+

c. Present KnCttll edge of Leptons

1. Charged Leptons. As is well kn(J(/n,3.1,3.2

with width fwk can also occur. The ratio fem/fwk
depends on the model, it is not necessary that
fem »fwk. There is further discussion in Sec. 3Eo

e. Leptons with Other Charges: We have been
assumT"ilg that theJei)ton charge is 0 or ±1; h(J(/ever,
one can speculate about multiply charged or
fractionally charged leptons. We do not discuss the
former in the interests of brevity; the latter are
in other papers in the Proceedi ngs.
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mLo > mL,o Lo L,o+Vt+Vt: missing momentlJTl (3.25d)

LO L'o+hadrons: hadronic cluster

Finally, by generation mixing one can have the
useful mode

can occur. As discussed in Sec. 3Bc, they dominate
over a broad 1epton mass range. These provi de very
distinctive signatures. For example

(3.28)

gives events with a pair of W's and missing
momentlJTl. And

(3.29)

( i )

( i i)
( iii)

if mL° > me+mll • Th e concepts underly i ng these
signatures are discussed in Sec. 38b•.

Table 3.1 gives R values, and event rates for
lepton pair production at IS < 2mw• I~e asslJTle an
avera~e luminosity of 1031 cm- 2 s-l and that the
facillty runs for physics 107 s/yr. The event rates
at the ZO are of course magnificent, but even belOl'l
and above the ZO they are adequate. The Standard
Model is asslJTled.

Table 3.1: R values and produced lepton pair rates
for e+e-... LT with IS < 21T1w. £=103 1 cm- 2 s-l and 107
s/year is asslJTled. The Standard Model is used
with the conventional coupl ing constants. The
radiation correction is applied at the ZO peak.

L+L- Loro
(s

( GeV) R Events/yr R Events/yr

40 1.00 5,400 0.016 90

93 (ZO) 110 110,000 225 225,000

150 1.43 550 0.81 310

200 1. 27 280 0.50 110

As an example of hOl'l a new lepton is found
consider the decay modes in Eq. 3.25a and asslJTle the
branching fraction is 0.1 for each leptonic decay
mode. Then the fraction of all pairs giving e+~

events, e+hadron cluster events, or ~+hadron cluster
events is 0.3. The only important background to
this signature is from T pairs, and if hadron
clusters are required to have more than 3 particles
even this background is negligible. Hence it is
quite easy to detect the presence of a new lepton
even when the total production rate is only a few
hundred pai rs per year. The L° events are even more
distinctive.

The mass of the new lepton can be roughly
calculated from the kinematics of the events, as was
done with the T. Ultimately a threshold measurement
is necessary to obtain a precise mass value.

b. Lepton Mass> Wor Z Mass. We now consider
IS> 7riiwsotFiat one can produceTepton pairs with

mL > mw or mz (3.26)

Then the decay modes

L- ... W- + LO: W.jet + missing momentlJTl

L- ... ZO + L'-: Z jet + L'-
(3.27)

'(0 ... W- + L+: Wjet + L+

LO ... ZO + L' 0: Z jet + mi ssing momentlJTl

is very di stinctive.

The major background, particul arly for the
reaction in Eq. 3.28, comes from

(3.30)

As described in Sec. 2Ba this process has an R value
of several multiples of 10. However there are
several ways to drastically reduce the background:

an acollinear requirement on the jet
direct ions;
a missing energy requirement; and
since the reaction in Eq. 3.30 has a
forward peak, a requirement that the jet
axes have Icose I ~ 0.9.

The background from the two-virtual-photon processes

can be eliminated by requiring that the missing
momentlJTl not point along the beam 1ine. Fi nally the
yy, yZO, ~+, ~-, T+, T- and quark-antiquark final
states offer little background.

Table 3.2 gives R values and event rates for
(5">0.2 TeV. To reach energies above 0.2 TeV we have
assumed an e+e- linear collider with an average
1umi nos i ty 0 f 1033 cm- 2 s -1. St ud i es at t his
conference and other studies have indicated that
this luminosity is required to give such a facility
its full potential. We use, as before, 107 s/yr.

Table 3.2: R values and produced lepton pair rates
for e++e- ... LT with IS ) .2 TeV. £=1033 cm- 2 s-l
and 107 s/year is asslJTled. The Standard Model is
used with the conventional coupling constants.

L+L- Loro
IS
TeV R Events/yr R Events/yr

0.2 1. 27 28,000 0.50 11,000

0.7 1.18 2100 0.32 570

2.0 1.17 250 0.31 70

We reach the same conclusion as we did in the
previous section for mL>mw or mz, e+e- colliders
provide a definitive way to look for heavy 1eptons.

E. Heavy Lepton Searches ~ ep Colliders

a. Electron Associated Heayy Le~tons. The ep
coll iCIer offers a powerful wayr.rr-Z.O to search
for charged or neutral heavy leptons which have the
1epton number of the e. The reaction

-31-
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~ 10,000
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(3.37)

(3.315)

W- + L- + "[0 (3.38)

ZO + L+ + L- (3.39)

h + L- + "[0 + hadrons (3.40)

a -fa < 10- 10
LL tot-

p+p(p) + L+r + any tiling

To estimate the cross section for

b. Lepton Production Vi a Particle Decay.
HeaVYleptons can also be proauced at hadron-hadron
colliders via the decay of a heavy particle:

The signatures of the LL pair are those discussed in
Sec. 3D, but they are obscured by the hadronic
backg round in the same event. Th i s d i ffi culty
combined with the very small signa1-to-noise ratio
of Eq. 3.37 has di scouraged pl anning for heavy
lepton searches at hadron-hadron colliders.
Certainly more work on this subject is needed, but
the problems to be overcome are very severe.

a must be multiplied by the probability_of finding a
qq pai r of suffi ci ent energy in pp or pp. Th i s
probabil ity is certainly < 0.25, hence the relevant
cross sections are 1ess than 10- 35 cm2• Tllerefore

(3.33)

5,000

can occur through charged weak current exchange.
Figure 3 3 shews the EO yield per year for an ep
collide;2.17 with 10 GeV e's and 1 TeV P's, (The
average lumi nosity is 1032 cm- 2 s-l for 10 s ~er
year.) Th is prediction assumes the usual magnltude
of the e--Eo-W- weak coupl ing.

25,000 -----,------,---·~I~~'-~-'-I----,

can occur through Y or neutral weak current
exchange, whi le

e-+p + EO + anything

b. Vi rtual Photoproduction of~ Leptons.
The prTnciple mechani911 for the prodiJctTon of more
general types of leptons is virtual photoproduction

3.3. Events per day for the production of a proposed
EO heavy 1epton for 10 GeV electrons collding
with 1000 GeV protons. An integrated
lumi nosity of 1039 cm- 2 per year is assumed.

F. Heavy Lepton Searches ~££. and pp Colliders

a. Lepton Production Via Quark-Antiquark
AnnihTIation. The general production mechani911 is
quark-antiquark annihilation:

q+q + Yvi rtual + L+ + L-

~ ~e avy Le pton Se arches .!..!!. Fi xed Ta rget
xperiments

The first two processes limit the lepton mass
to less than 40 or 45 GeV/c 2 , and in general the
signatures are obscure. This obscurity occurs
because there is usually missing momentum carried
off by neutral leptons, and none of the masses can
be reconstructed. (Of course if the L± is stable,
ZO+L++L- is a superb signture.) The third process
has the added difficulty of being speculative, no
heavy h is knewn at present. Summarizing, tile
processes in Eqs. 3.38-3.40 are interesting, but
they do not offer a definitive way to search for
heavy 1eptons.

~ Searches.!..!!. Charged Particle Beams. The
simplest type of search is to carefully study tile
nature of the charged particle beam produced by a
primary proton or electron beam hitting a fixed
target. Such searches are always done when a new,
higher energy, accelerator begins operation. A 20
TeV proton accelerator al1ews a mass range up to 190
GeV/c 2 for stable or long lived charged lepton
searches.

b. Searches in Lepton-Nucleon Collisions. The
interaction of electron, muon or neutrino heams with
a fixed target offers the possibility of the
production of heavy 1eptons3• 1,3.5-3.7 associated
with those leptons. For exa"",le, one can look for
an L± 1epton witll the 1epton number of the vIJ
using3• 5(3.35)

(3.34)

q+q+ZO +L++L-orLo+"[o
vi rtual

e-+p + e-+Yvi rtual + any tiling

Yvirtual + L++L

Unfortunately this cross section becomes very
smal1 3• 1 for mL greater than tens of GeV/c2•
Furthermore, we do not knew hew to find the L+L
pair under the large hadronic production. For
example the photoproduction of T pairs has yet to be
detected. Hence, as far as we can tell at present,
ep colliders do not provide a general method for
searching for heavy leptons.

q+q' + W- + L- + "[0
virtual

VIJ + N + L± + hadrons
(3.41)

This is a quite clean signature. The upper limit to
the mass range of such secondary beam searches is

We consider leptons with masses above 50 GeV/c 2
since lighter leptons will be found in ZO studies.
When the qq energy, ISqq , is of the order 100 GeV or
more the cross section for these processes is just

2
the high energy weak cross section, a-GF s _/4~10-34
cm2 qq

E in GeV

where Ep is the primary beam energy.

(3.42)
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mi gh t be envi saged.

We may slJl1marize this section as folll)'is:

H. Summa ry

A. Introduction

In this section we consider heavier members of
the knl)'in quark family -- the u,d,s,c,b quarks. We
also aSSlJl1e that the top, t, quai-k has been found;
although we shall sometimes use t quark searches as
exampl es. lie define these conventional type quarks
as folll)'is:

.£.=.. Beam Dump Experiments. A very high
i ntens i ty, prima ry, proton 0 r elect ron beam p rovi des
opportunities for searching for stable or 1ong-1 ived
neutral 1eptons ina becrn dump experiment. In such
an experiment, Fig. 3.4a, tile primary beam interacts
co~lete1y in a dense target called the dump. A
long shield absorbs all photons, charged particles
and hadrons. Neutral penetrating particles, such as
an L0, are detected in a massive detector through
their weak interaction. Or the penetrating particle
might decay before reaching the detector, Fig. 3.4b,
and the decay products be observed in the detector.

Dense gShield
Target Interaction

)[]---------- ---~~~~:~~High Intensity "\- Neutral ~
Primary Beam \ Penetrating Detector

Particle
(0)

Decoy to
Dense 8hield Charged

Ta~h \ :~~~es
High Intensity Neutral ~
Pri mary Beam Penetrati ng Deteclar

Particle

(bl

3.4. Schematic drawing of beam dump experiments.

The methods for detecting an LO in the detector
are illustrated by proposa1s3• 1,3.8,3.9 to detect
the, neutrino, \I" in proton beam dump experiments.
The proposals use

p+N + F- + hadrons

( i )

(i i)

( iii)

(i v)

4.

( i )

(i i)

(i i i)
( i v)
(v)

e+e- collisions provide general and
definitive ways to search for heavy
1eptons
ep collisions are valuable in searches
for e-related leptons, but they do not
provide general search methods.
Hadron-hadron collisions do not provide
general search methods because the
production cross sections are small or
uncertain and/or the signal can be
obscured by a much 1arger backg round.
Fixed target experiments provide a
nlJl1ber of ways to search for speci fic
types of heavy 1eptons.

New Quarks of Conventional Type

t hei r strong interact i on obey s quantlJl1
chromodynami cs;
their decay occurs only through the weak
interaction.
thei r charge is ±1/3 or ±2/3;
they are point particles; and
they have spin 1/2.

,- + \I, + charged particles

Here F is the charmed meson. More ,IS arise from b
quark decay. The neutrinos from 'II an~ K ,decay would
overO'lhelm the \I, signal unless the maJorlty of the
'II'S and K' s interact before they decay. Th erefore
the entire proton becrn must be dumped in thick
target, Fi g. 3.4a. Th ere are s ti 11 some p rob1ems
with the prompt \Ie's and \Iv'S from D mesons and
other charmed particle semlleptonic decays; but tile
detection of the \I, appears feasible, either through
di rect bubble chamber measurement of the track of
the ,- in

B. Decay Modes and Signatures

a. Quark Mass < W mass. Here we si~ly build
upon OUr "'I<"iiOOedge OT nl)'i the knl)'in quarks decay4.1.
For example

F- + ,- + \I, (3.43)

c+s+u+d

c+s+IJ ++\l1J

Then a new heavy quark 0 decays vi a

o+q+f+7'

(4.1 )

(4.2)

or di rect coupl i nq to a neutral particl e e++e-+Ao,
and the subsequent decay of the A in the dump or
shield

or through detection of a 1arge mi ssing transverse
momentlJl1 when the T in Eq. 3.44 decays.

In electron beam dump experiments the preslJl1ed
production mechanisn would be real or virtual
photoproduction of a charged particle pair The n' pair represents fermi on-antifermi on pairs

such as ud, e+\le, or 1J+\lIJ'

The known heavier quarks prefer to decay to the
quark nearest in mass. If we apply this model to
the Q quark we would get a cascade

\I, + N + T- + hadrons

y + N + A+ + A- + hadrons,

(3.44)

(3.45a)

(3.451»

He re q is another quark with rno>rn q

The conventional requirement that flavor
changi ng currents be charged demands

Ic hargeo - chargeq I " 1 (4.3)

The particle A might be a hadron or lepton. Other
more indirect or unconventional production processes
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There is no basic reason to insist on the
cascade model of Eq. 4.4. As long as we are
considering new heavi er quark s we mi ght consider a
type with a single decay to a very 1 ight quark

The determination that a jet comes from a new
heavy quark is a cOfl1)l icated problem that has not
yet been demonstrated in practice, and is too
i nvo1ved to d i scu ss here. We 0 n1y me nt i on some
considerations:

(4.10)

(4.9a)

(4. 9b)

(4. 8a)

(4. 8b)

(4.7)

e (rod)

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0

r I~

Charged Particle Density

102 0 udsc (nCH) ~18

• , (nCH) ~34
z
<l •
is
<l
a: 0w
>- •~
(j)

w

'0' [
-' •u
>- •a: •• 0
<l
0..

0

~IC;;

"l_:_
•• 0

0

0

0

0.6 0.8 1.0

case

(i) In e+e- annihilation one loaks for

e++e- + V(Q~) + hadrons

e++e- + V(QQ) + t++t-; t=e,IJ

A narrow peak in the cross section versus IS
indicates the presence of the V.

h+h + V(Q~) + anything

1+ t++t-, t=e,\l

The t+t- pair is used to reconstruct the mass of the
V.

(i i) In hadron-hadron collisions one looks for

will occur and will dominate the decay modes. In
the decay in Eq. 4.8b we have allowed a flavor
changi ng neutral current. Th ese decay modes have
striking signature when the jet configuration allows
the q quark jet to be distin9Jished from the Wor Z
jet.

mQ > mW or mZ

the decays

c. Quarkonium. We are all well acquainted
with the identification of a new quark q through the
discovery of its vector meson bound state V(QLn4.2.
The If! and T provide case histories. There has also
been extensive discussion of toponium4• 3 , the (tt)
bound state. There are two traditional methods for
finding and studying the V(qq):

4.1. Average charqed particle density per unit
solid angle from a model calculation at the
energy of the Zo. The t quark mass is assumed
to be 19 GeV/c 2 • From Ref. 2.10.

b. Quark Mass> W Mass or ZO Mass. As with
1eptons (s ee Se c. 3BcY:- when - - --

(4.6)

(4.5)

(4.4)

The observation of a well defined jet is
very useful.
The mass of the Q quark can be indicated
by a measurement of the jet mass or at
1east by a measurement of the jet
an9Jl ar width. Fi gure 4.1 provides an
examp 1e.
Leptons with large Pt relative to the
jet axis may also be used to indicate
the large mass of the Q.
If no jet is observed the presence of
Q+~ production might be indicated by
special multilepton events such as
events conta in i ng an e\l pa i r.
Wand Z jets may provide a large
background from which the Q jet must be
ext racted.

( v)

(i)

(i i)

( i v)

( iii)

Q + q + f + T'
1ight

Q +

chargeQ = chargeq

This is also discussed in Sec. 10.

The jet from this quark woul d 1oak quite di fferent
from that described above: it woul d have a simpl er
jet structure and less leptons.

Finally we might relax the flavor changing
charged currents requirement of Eq. 4.3 and allow

If charged Hi ggs bosons exi st (0 r thei r
equivalents such as bosons from Technicolor), heavy
quarks will instead decay into them, vi a

Q + q+H± •

Fo r exampl e, a t quark wi 11 decay vi a t+b+H+ if
mt>mb+mH. The charged Hi~gs decay is only semiweak,
givi ng r~GF rather than Gf:, so it will always
dominate when allowed.

q + f + f'

\

1 1 1

+ q + f + f'

I: ...2

2

Th us the Q jet wou1 d be COfl1) 1 i cated: it mi ght
consist of several subsidiary jets; it would contain
charm and strange mesons; and it would contain
several leptons.

As we shall discuss next both of these methods
have difficulties at very high energies, but in the
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energy range where these methods work, they are very
powerful. Reference 4.4 presents more details.

a. Quarkonium Searches. The traditional
methoTis to vary the total energy, E=I5, in steps
somewhat smaller than the observed width, robs, of
the V. This is called an energy scan. This
observed width is a convolution of the natural width
of the resonance, rV, and the machine produced width
of the beams, 0E. Roughly

were close to IS, there would be a marked effect on
the average sphericity, which is an easily studied
parameter.) Figure 4.2 shows the comparative
aplanarity, A, for a two jet event; A is defined in
Eqn. 4.16. Oefine 0i as the eigenvalue of the
sphericity tensor with respect to axis i; that is it
is the sum of PT 2 with respect to that axis. Axis 2
is the jet axi s. A very narrow jet has 03 ..0 and
01.. 2, hence A..O in that case.

400 ~ 80 r----.--,----.--,--,

c. Production and Detection of Heavy Quarks in
e+e- CollisTOrls -------

350

300

(a)

5 lightest QJarks
70

60

(b)

t Quarks

(4.12)

(4.11)

Hence as mV increases, robs increases at least as
fast as E~mV. FurthenTIore at mv..60 GeV, rV begins
to increase rapidly because of the weak
interactions. 2• 3,4.4 The result of these effects is
that the crucial quantities

rV,had ~ [o(e+e- + V + hadrons)/o(e+e- +

hadrons) ]
E~mv

250 50

t
U1
f-

~ 200 40
>w

30 tt t150

100 "~ lill
50 t 10 HI

0
.... t • H.+t•

0-
0 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0.2

APLANARI TY APLANARI TY

decrease as mV increases. Several studies4•4 ,4.5
show that it is too time consuming to search for
V( qq) by an e+e'- energy scan if

4.2. Model calculation for aplanarity of (a) 1 iClht
quarks and (b) a 19 ~V/c2 top quark in e+e
annihilation, two-jet events at the Zoo From
Ref. 4.6.

Therefore we must consider methods in which

unless one has prior knowl edge of a local ized E
region which would contain mV' Hence an unguided
e+e- energy scan 1imi ts heavy quark searches to

(4.16)

A requirement that A > 0.04 increases the signal/
backg round to 1.6. Next a scatter plot of the
reconstructed jet masses is made, Fig. 4.3, and
events are selected with both masses greater than 10
GeV/c 2• Now the signal/background = 4; and the
final tt selection efficiency is 20%.

o ,-----------.--.----,------,----,

(4.14)

(4.13)

(4. 15)

mV ~ 80 GeV,

mQ 5 40 GeV

Consider how to find at the ZO a t quark with a
mass of 19 GeV/c 2• The signal/backg round = .36.
This is a difficult case because IS» 2mt. (If 2mt

Table 4.1: R and production rates for e+e- +Q"Q
assuming the Standard Model and sin2Sw=0.22. The
ZO values are corrected for radiation. f~1031 and
107s/yr is assumed.

is detected atE >2mq.

h. Quark Mass < WMass. Table 4.1 gives the
production rateSl'or-a-newlleavy quark, Q, with mq <
mW' The primary background is the production of 
the lighter quarks, assumed to be the u,d,s,c,b and
t. In Sec. 4Ba we gave a very general di scussion of
how the e+e- + Q+O signal can be distinguished from
the background. Here we present an example which
has been worked out in detail 4•6

. . . .
( a). . .

10 f- · ., "- '. .. ,...... . . ., . .
~ 20 f-

.. . .. ., ,. . ". ... .. .
'"

. .
· . t Quarks

30 -
N

f- 0
W ........, .- · . . I b)
U1 . · ., · .
U1 :;. . .
<0: 10 · .
:;;: ..:.

20 -..
5 lightest

30 Quarks -

0 10 20 30
MASS JET I (GeV)

An alternative method for finding tt events in
this exa/lllle is to look for a lepton with large Pl
relative to the jet axis. Figure 4.4 shO<is the /TlJon
case4• 6 , again mt=19 GeV/c 2 and the search is at the
Zoo Ry requiring Pl ~ 2.06 GeV/c the signal/

4.3. Model calculation for measured masses of jets
in e+e- annihilation, two-jet events for (s) a
19 GeV/c 2 top quark and (b) for light Quarks at
the Zoo From Ref. 4.6.

Q Charge = ±1/3Q Charge = ±2/
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(4.20)

(4.17b)

15

-- vector mesons
- -- Orel\ -Yan
- - c,b quarks\

\
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E 10-7
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10-9

Q-A?

Production and Detection of Heavy Quarks at pp
~ pp CollTd"ers - -----

1. Quarkonium Detection. As discussed in Sec.
4Bc the traditional. and very successful. way to
fi nd V( Q'tr) p rodu ced in had ron-hadron colli s ions is
to look for

dileptons

pp,,IS =27.4

of 2W jets plus 2 quark jets. The primary
background is the process

e++e- ... W++W-, (4.18)

Similar considerations apply to

Q ... ZO+q (4.19)

Table 4.2 gives the proc1lction rates for an
e+e- collider.

Unfortunately when mv > 50 GeV/c 2 , the V... t+t- siqnal
may become lost in an t+t-background from the decay
of b quark pairs. from the decay of c quark pairs,
and from the Orell-Van process. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.5. Therefore this method is limited to

o.

Table 4.2: R and production rates for e+e-...Ql1
assum~ng the Standard Model and sin2Sw=0.22.
f=lo3 and 107s/year is assumed.

IS
Q Charge = ±2/3 Q Ch a rge = ±1/3

( GeV) R [EVents/year If \tvents/year

200 2.37 51, 000 1.54 33,OQO

700 1.97 3.500 1.11 2, nOD

2000 1.95 420 1.Q9 240

(4.17a)

10 20

P~ [(GeVlc)2]

o

The event selection criteria used at the
initial energy to find the Q+Q are
a pp1 i ed a t a 11 energl es.

On e scans downwa rd in energy 1n 1a rge
steps. As soon as the Q+11 signal
disappears one scans upward in energy in
smaller steps. and so forth.

10'

( i )

(i i)

An alternative way is to look for the Ql1
threshold by doing what we call a smart energy scan.
Such a scan has two aspects. ------

4.4. Model calcuation for the transverse momenta of
muons produced in e+e- annihilation, two-jet
events at the ZO. From Ref. 4.6.

-usdc
o b
• t

c. Quark Mass> Wor Z Mass. As discussed in
Sec.1ifc as mq rT'Ses-abovem,,;:tlie dominant decay
mode becomes

Transverse Momento of fL:!:

background = 4, and the tt selection efficiency is
25%.

The remaining question is how to find the Q
mass from the Q and 11 jets. One method is to
reconstruct the invariant mass using calorimetric
measurements of the vector momentum of each particle
in the jet. Even in the case of a two jet event
this method looks difficu1t4• 6• The assignment of
particles to a jet becomes increasingly uncertain as
the angle between the particle momentum and the jet
axis increases. Additional errors come from the
measurement errors of the calorimeter and the loss
of neutrinos.

Applying these methods to the general case of a
heavy quark Q. we expect to attain simi lar signal/
background ratios. Tile selection efficiencies will
probably be 1ess, perhaps 5-20%. But even the 5%
efficiency provides sufficient numbers of events
when applied to the production rates in Table 4.1.

and we obtain the distinctive signature:
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Table 4.3: Total cross sections and event rates for
Ql! pair production in pp collisions. t;1032 cm- 2
s-l and 107 s/yr is asstrned. From Ref. 4.fl.

1-\".10 \00' 16drr~1 60,0'0

I 111-1-rr.1 l,ono

1.000 1,,1(1'"11 tOO.OM ?_l(l-:) -? ..... (),..Q.nonll:"I~~·?no.0nr:,n~~
3"10"'~O 3110 \... 10"" R:'lo.nllO !'''Ifr 5'' 21l.(),):1,n~O

200 1" 11)-'

I400

800

3200

\600

-- vector mesons
--- Drell-Yan

- c,b quarks

dileptons

PP,.;s =540

10-7

To find a heavy quark Q by the simpl est method
one would look for jets which could be distinguished
from the jets of gluons and 1ighter quarks. Fi gure
2.12 presents4•8 a calculation of the background of
these gluon and 1ight quark jets. To estimate a
signal/background ratio consider ~;100 r£v/c 2 at
IS ; 2000 r£v. for such a mass a PI .. 100 r£v/c is
requi red. Th en

o 50 100
Mt i (GeV)

dileptons
pp, .;s=2 leV

150

dO'jet/drl dPI .. 5x1o- 7 mb

We use t.PI .. 100 r£v/c and t.n .. 5. Hence

O'jet ~ 2x1o- 5 mb

(4.22a)

(4.22b)

-- vector mesons
- - -Dre((-Van
- -b,c quarks

cOl1llaring this to the total cross section in Table
4.3 and I!lJltiplying by .4 for the solid angle
acceptance, we find

9-82
4377A26
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(4.22c)

_----;.-: } to hodrons

:;>--} hodrons

4377-'259-82

signal/backqround ~ 0.05

Eo ~ Quark Searches!! ep Colliders

In ep collisions the dominant process for heavy
quark production is the interaction of the virtual
photon with a gluon, Fig. 4.7. In such a process it

for ~ = 100 GeV at IS = 2000 in pp collisions.
Given the difficulties we have alrea~ discussed in
distinguishing a heavy quark jet from other jets,
this may be a serious problem. We mi ght consider
requiring a charm meson with a secondary vertex in
the jet. This would improve the signal/background
ratio; but it will decrease the event rate. It is
clear that more thinking needs to be done on how to
find heavy quarks in hadron-hadron co11 iders.

4.7. Oi agram for production of heavy quarks in en
collisions.

is difficult for the photon-gluon system to attain a
large invariant mass, hence the attainable ~ range
is limited. Figure 4.8 presents a rough
calculation4• g• Colliders with s < 0.3 TeV are
1imi ted to mo<50 GeV/c 2• Even a very high energy
collider, 1 TeV e' sand 20 TeV p's, I"IlQ is 1imited to
mQ<100 r£v/c 2• These calculations are very recent
and more work is certainly worthwhile on heavy quark
production at ep colliders.

150

4377A24

100
(GeV)

o

Calculations of dilepton cross sections in pp
collisions. from Ref. 4.7.

4.5.

m < 25 GeV/c 2 (4.21)Q ~

2. ~ Quark Production and Backgrounds.
Fi gu re 4.~s the three ba~i c processes for
producing Ql! pairs in pp or pp collisions.

4.6. Diagrams for heavy quark production in
hadron-hadron collisions.

Perturbative QCD predicts4•8 the cross sections and
event rates in Table 4.3 for pp collisions. Cross
sections for pp collisions are somewhat 1arger.



suggested by Technicolor, supersjfl1metry, and
constituent ideas, in several sections below. A
second way to find new physical effects is through
the appearance of (often small) deviations from SM
predictions. In this section we will emphasize
several of those. They are mostly well-known places
to 1001<, and there is some overlap with the "Testing
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4.8. Events per year for production of heavy quarks
in ep collisions. T~e nlJ1lbers attached to eac~

curve give the electron energy and proton
energy' respectively in TeV. A lumi nosHy of
1039 cm- 2 per year is assuned.

F. Sumrm ry

This section is slJ11rmrized as follcws:

(1) The discovery of new heavy quarks wit~ masses
above about 40 GeV/c2 depends primarily upon the
identification of hadronic jets from the decay of
these quarks. Such jets oust be separated from
1ight quark jets, gluon jets, Wjets of other
background jets.

(i i) e+e- colliders are the definitive way to look
for new heavy quark s provi ded they have suffi ci ent
luminosity and energy.

(i i i) Hadron-hadron coll iders offer sufficient event
rates for the search for new heavy quarks. However
the separation of the heavy quark signal from the
backg round may be di ffi cult.

(iv) e-p colliders appear to offer a relatively
small mass range in which to search fbrnew heavy
quark s.

5. Deviations From Standard Model Predictions

As discussed in the introduction, we are
asslJ1ling that the SM is a correct description of
basic physics for E<100 GeV. Nevertheless, it is
incolllllete, and new physics should appear. One way
new physics can appear is as new particles, and that
is discussed in detail for (i) further generations,
in Sees 3 and 4, and (i i) for new kinds of particles

the Standard Model" report. but for cOIlllI eteness and
because of our different perspective we thought it
appropriate to inclune this discussion.

(A) The Standard Model preniction for the ZO
mass is discussed in detail in the "Testing the
Standard Model" section, including the very important
effects of radiative corrections. A shift in M(ZO)
from mixing with higher mass ZO's is one way we could
get a clue to new physics. At least four approaches
allow such a shift: (i) If there are horizontal
gauge interactions there will be additional
(electrically neutral) gauge bosons. They will in
general mix with the Standard Monel Zo, e.g. through
fermion loops, and shift its mass. (ii) Grand
Unified Models with symmetry breaking at intermediate
scales will have additional U(I) groups and thus
additional ZO's; mixing may occur. (iii) Constituent
models can produce several ZO states with non-zero
overlap integrals. (iv) Left-right symmetric models
will have additional ZO's that will mix, often
producing large shifts in m(ZO).

(6) If a shift is observed in m(ZO) only, its
interpretation is unclear. For example, if the
shift is downward of order 2% it will cancel most of
the expected increase due to radiative corrections.
Since several mechanisms that shift m(ZO) do not
affect m(W±) [e.g. (i) and (ii) above], it wouln be
very valuable to also have a Measurement of m( W±) •.
This can be done at an e+e- machine when e+e-+W+W- 1S

possible, by fitting to the shape of the cross
section. It may be possible at a hadron collider by
comparing W±+u±v, e±v with a single lepton spectrum
from ZO+u+u-, e+e-, as discussed in the "Testing the
Standard Model" report. The uncertainties in this
method are statistical, experimental systematics,
theoretical systematics since ZO production is via
uU+dd, while W± production is via ud, ud, and
different background effects. A 1% measurement may
be a reasonable goal.

2 2
(C) The p parameter, p=mw/mz cos2aW' is an

extremely important probe of physics beyond the
Standard Model (see ref. 5.1 for some review of its
significance and references to other work). If p*l
we learn either that there is SU(2) breaking at a
higher mass scale, or that Higgs particles
(fundamental or dynamical) occur in other than
doublet representations.

(0) The importance of rrOT(ZO) and r(ZO +
undetected neutrals) are well known -- since they are
calculable quantities in the Standard Model, their
values will tell us about any open decay channels to
presently unknown particles. There are contributions
to r(Zo+undetected neutrals) from any massless or
light neutrinos (see "Testing the Standard Model" for
details), and possible contrihutions from other new
states. The supersymmetric scalar partners of
left-handed neutrinos would contribute (wit~ possible
phase space corrections if they have mass); there is
little restriction on their masses at present,
although it appears m(~) > mT so as not to noticeably
affect semileptonic T decay. Gluino pairs
contribute5•2 at the 10- 5 level, and photino pairs
less, so they do not affect the interpretation.

(E) It is also well known that the .!:.ates and
angul ar distributions for e+e-+W+W- and qq+W±y are



sensitive probes of the structure of 9auqe theories.
One study S.1 on the sensitivity to heavi er Hi 9gs has
been done, but little effort has otherwise been made
to see the effect of other ideas on these reactions.
In particular, any object that coup1 es to qq and to
W±y wi 11 appear in the s-channe1 of qq...W±y at hadron
colliders. Such objects occur in Technico10r, but the
Technico10r contribution is small corrpared to the
Standard Model one; other effects might enter, e.g. in
constituent models.

(F) The neutral current interactions of u and d
quarks, and of e,lJ, and vlJ have been well measured,
and there is some data on those of ve and T. More
precise information on all of these, and any
infonnation on s,b,t is very desirable. Just as
discussed for the existence of additional zo's under
point (A) above, the interactions of such zo's lead to
additional neutral currents which could appear mainly
for heavier fennions, but could still appear at the
10% 1eve1 for the 1ight quarks and 1eptons.

As Hunq and Sakurai have errphasizedS• 2 , the
factorization constraint of the Standard Model is a
very important test. It arises because in the
Standard Model the two parameters p and sin2sw
describe over a dozen observab1es. At present
accuracy such a description is indeed possible, which
is a great success of the Standard Model. New physics
which influences some interactions more than it does
others will cause factorization violations at some
1eve1. An interesting aspect of factorization tests
is their programmatic nature, requiring data in vN
reactions, ve reactions, e+e-reactions, atomic physics
parity vi olation, etc. It is important to ensure that
ultimately data is available from all these sources to
a11Go/ the needed conparisons.

A related neutral current test is the value of
the parameter C defined by

e ff 4GF 3 EM 2 EM 2
£ [(J IJ -sin2sw JIJ) + C(J IJ ) ]

;'2

which would signify a deviation from the Standard
Model neutral current. Presently CIs in4s w < 1/3, and
a better 1 imi tis needed. At present only
e+e-reactions can measure C well, as such an
interaction is parity conservinq and only present when
electrically charqed particles interact.

(G) Additional ZO and W± states are another way
that new affects might shGo/ up. If we assune that
their coup1inCjs to quarks and leptons are unchanged,
and take also the same branching ratio to IJ+IJ- (which
is optimisti"c since additional decays will be
available), then requiring 100 events of ZO"'IJ+IJ- or
1000 events of W"'IJV will a11Go/ finding a new state in
the process shGo/n

hadron-hadron co11 iders one sill1J1y 100les for the same
siCjnatures as are proposed for the standard ZO and W.
The sensitivity depends on the expected production
cross section. If it is the same as for the standard
ZO and W, Fig. 2.10 may be used. In e+e- colliders
one scans throuCjh the available energy ranCje for an
e+e- ZO. peak in the total cross sections or for an
e+e- W'++W'- threshold in cross section. As
an exaJTll1 e, to search for a ZO 'in the 2S0 GeV to
1000 GeV range, a scanS• 1 with an integrated
luminosity of 1037 cm- 2 is required. This assunes
the e+e- co11ider is a 1 inear machine with a
relatively large energy spread of ±S%, and that
e+e-... Zo , has the standard cross section. A co11 ider
with a 1umi nosity of 1033 cm- 2 s-l would allGo/
searches for ZO 's with 0.01 of the standard
production cross section.

(H) QCD test are equally important, but harder to
perfonn at hiCjh accuracy. Constituent ideas would
lead to large QCD "violations"; a number of these are
described in the contribution of Ei chten, Leveille,
and Peskin. Perhaps the most ill1Jortant puzz1 e in the
Standard Model QCD is the stronq CP problem -- why is
CP conserved in stronCj interaction when one can write
a piece in £ that does not conserve CP? Th e
resolution of this problem may be an important insiqht
to Cjoing Beyond the Standard Model.

~ Grand Unified Theories

Much of what should be covered in this section
is well treated in other sections of the proceedings,
so we wi 11 only give a brief description. The
reports of Mann, Sh rock, and La nou shou1 d be
consul ted.

The main quantities to measure or search for to
either test the predictions of grand unification, or
to probe physics on the grand unification mass scale,
are:

(A) Proton decay
(B) n-n oscillations
(C) monopoles
(D) s i n2sw
(E) the baryon aSJ'Tlmetry of the universe
(F) v ma sses
(G) lepton nonconservation, double 6-decay.

The measurement of sin2sw is discussed in detail
in the "TestinCj the Standard Model" section of the
proceedinCjs. Proton decay and v masses are extremely
Cjenera1 phenomena, as we have discussed in the
introliJction --if they do not occur in nature there
mU2t be a (presently unknGo/n) reason. Monopoles, and
n-n oscillations could occur in nature, would fit
easily into Cjrand unified theories, and wou1 d Cjreat1y
help in leading tGo/ard the correct theory.
All of these are extremely important to pursue, and
should be a part of a full proCjram.

Process is [£dt Ma ss

e+e-... Zo 2Ebeam 1036_103 R scan up to lS

ep 200 GeV 1038 < 300

pp 800 GeV 1040 mZ~3 20, mw~300

pp 10 TeV 1037 mZ~3 60

10 TeV 1039 mZ~l 740

2 TeV 103 7 mZ~2 30, ITIW~ 150

The methods for searchinCj directly for
additional zo's or W's are straiCjhtforward. At

~ Hi Cjgs Phys i cs Beyond the St anda rd Model

The standard model requires the existence of a
single, electrically neutral, color singlet, scalar,
fundamental boson. If that is the only Hi CjCjs boson,
its coup1 ings to fermions and CjauCje hosons are fixed
because of its role in CjivinCj them mass, hut its own
mass is essentially arbitrary.

As discussed above, there is not yet any
understanding of the physical oriCjin of mass, or the
physics of Hi ggs bosons. There is no Cjood criterion
for what constitutes a simp1 e HigCjs sector. For
examp1 e, since there are three famil ies of quark
doublets and of lepton doublets, perhaps the simplest
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approach is to have three famil ies of Hi qgs cloublets.
As a further exal11l1 e, in the St andard Model both
fermions and gauge bosons get their mass frOffl one
Higgs vacuum expectation value; hut with such
di fferent mass scales perhaps more than one vacuum
expectation value should be involved -- that requires
two (or more) Higgs doublets.

Essentiall.v the only experimental restriction on
2 2

the Higgs sector is that p=MW/MZ cos2ew=;. To make
p#1 it is sufficient to have SU(2) hreak1ng, or
appropriately chosen Higgs particles that are not
doublets; the closeness of p to unity is an important
constraint on any model S• 1 , but one can construct
models with Higgs particles in other multiplets ancl
with SU(2) breaking and with po:l.

There are a number of specific reasons (as well
as the general ones mentioned ahove) whY,more th~n one
Higgs doublet7•1 might exist. The most 1nterest1ng
approaches so far to give a physical basis to scalar
bosons Technicolor and Supersjl11metry (both discussed
belOl'l): both require two o~ more Hi ggs ,doublets:
Left-right s)l11metric theor1es have acld1tional H1ggS
bosons. - If the strong CP problem is sol vecl by the
Peccei-Qu i nn mechani 911 two d ouh 1ets are neeclecl. It
may be that a theory in which quark mi xing ~ngles can
be calculated in terms of quark masses requ1res two or
more cloublets. Unfortunately, none of these arguments
is compel 1i ng yet. Neverthel ess, it i s il11lorta~t to
look for experimental c lues to Hi ggs phenomena 1n a
variety of places.

If additional Higgs multiplets are part of the
theory, two new phenOfflena occur in general.

(1) Physical charged Higgs hosons exist; their
mass is not calculable without a model.

(i i) Coupl ings of Higgs h020ns to fermi ons can
vary from the simplest form (gHff = mfg(mw.wh~re g
is the gauge coupl i ng). Consequentl.v, 1t , s 1mportant
to obtain experimental 1imi ts on charged and neutral
Hi ggs coupl i ngs.

Additional neutral Hi ggs wi 11 also occur, but
searching for them is essentially the same as for the
Standard Model Hi ggs, so we wi 11 not di scuss that
further.

Charged Hi ggs particles can shOl'l up di rectly in
two ways.

(i) Si nce they are charged scalars they are
produced in e+e- reactions with B3/4 units of R and a
sin2e production distribution. Presumably e+e
machines can always do definitive experiments to find
or exclude charged Higgs up to IllH<Ebeam, although
there may be some restrictions on sensitivity to
various decay modes. Oecay mocles are expected to be
daoi nated by those with heavi er fermi ons, e.q. tli, cn,
cs, TV. Perhaps those modes that mi x ge~ra.!i ons are
suppressed by mixing angles (so maybe rcs>rcb)' More
quantitatively, at a vertex f...H±+f' , the coupl ing can
depend on mf=m and on mf'=m'. It is not knOl'ln whether
q-m+m' or ~; both have been used. The latter
would apparently uncouple H± from lepton channels such
as TV since mv is so small or zero. Possibly a mixi~g

angle factor involving the CKM angles 62. e3 occurs 1f
the coupling changes generations, such as b...cH-.
Since there are no convincing arguments about charged
Higgs couplings, experiments should consider any or
these modes as possibly domi nant. While charged H1 ggs
may be difficult to detect. e+e-should be the cleanest
way to search. Several sections of the proceedings

contain discussions of detecting charged Higgs bosons
in e+e-at IS 0: mzo and IS > mZo. Presently various
arguments from data at e+e- machines (SPEAR, CESR,
PETRA, PEP) exclude charged Hi ggs of mass ~ 13 GeV/c
in most decay modes.

(i i) If charged Hi gqs exi st in the ~ight mass
range, with any quarks or leptons approprliltel.v
heavier, then they may couple members of a doublet,
e.g.

Because this clecay is semiweak it will dominate the
usual t ... bf1. In that case, if the mass range is such
that they are not accessible at an e+e- machine,
perhaps they could be found or studied at a haclron
machine. At present we knOl'l of no detailed studies of
this process including backgrounds and detector
1 imi tat ions.

So far we have spoken of detecting the Hi ggs
bosons as particles. They could also appear7•2 as
exchanged currents, just as W±Zo do. We would detect
scalar (or pseudoscalar) currents. Unfortunately,
because they are expected to coupl e proportional to
the mass of fermions, their contributions may

2 2
typically be weaker by a factor mf/4 mH than usual
vector currents (the 1/4 is for spin). [The muon g-2
places I imi ted restrictions, while B-decay and lJ-decay
hardly are constraining so far. Col11larison of lI(K) ...

2 2
lJV, ev gives the same me/~ ratio as the V-A cur~ents

if the Hi ggs coupl es proportional to mass, and slmply
renormalizes fll .] If the coupl ing is proportional to
mass it would give violations of e/lJ/T or d/s/b or
u/c/t universality.

At present there are essentiall.v no model
independent restrictions on neutral Higgs masses. For
charged Higqs, the ahsence of a cleca.v T++vH+ requires
mH±)mT' and the apparent absence of b...cH-, uH
requires 1llH±?mb-mc or 1llH±~b'

Fi nally, although they happened not to be
discussed in detail at this study, we mention the
important question of axions for completeness. Axions
arise whenever global s)l11metries in a theory are
broken. There are no model-independent statements
about their masses or couplings. They are essentiall.v
very I ight fundamental scalar or pseudoscalar bosons,
and should be searched for wherever possible.

8. Technicolor J.!9..
& SurveYQ.!.Theory

The physics of scalar bosons and their role in
generating mass for fermions and gauge bosons is not
understood. However, the need for some new physics
associated with the scalar bosons will not go away.
One approach8 • 1 to making a fundamental gauge theory
that provides the neecled mechani9l1s is to introduce
new fundamental fermi ons (Technifermi ons) a new
QCO-l ike force (called Technicolor or Hypercolor) , ancl
a new SU(2)-like interaction (Extendecl Technicolor, or
sideways force). Then the cl.vnami cs and the s,'"nmetry
structure-of the new sector provicle the basis for
generating mass. Although there are no fundamental
scalars, a number of scalar, pseudoscalar, and spin 1
bosons are generated either as (Pseudo)-Goldstone
Bosons of the broken sjl11metries of the new sector or
as dynami cal states.
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The Technicolor approach is a nice idea, with
many attractive features. So far it has not been
implemented in a simple model with good explanatory
power and eas ily testabl e predi ct ions, though
interesting approaches do exist. Earlier
comprehensive models have met contradictions when
trying to get fermion masses, CKM angles, and smal~

flavor changing neutral currents all correct, but lt
is not known whether such problems are intrinsic to
the theory or due to insufficiently clever theorists.

From our viewpoint, Technicolor provides a useful
guide to particles and interactions which might be the
clues to new physics. It provides new and detectable
particles both on the mass scales of 1 TeV and m<300
GeV in accord with many prejudices, and with the
gen~ral arguments of our introductio~ and th~ COl11ments
of Peskin elsewhere in these proceedlngs. Wlthout any
committment to a particular Technicolor model, it
seems to be a useful goal to aim toward physics
facilities which would allow the main states that
arise in Technicolor to be found experimentally if
they exist. While the Technicolor states.are .
composites, they will appear to be pointllke obJects
until probed at momentum transfers on the scale of the
Technicolor theory, about 1 TeV.

Precisely which states arise is model dependent,
but the general pattern is easy to see. The new
Technifermions (F) are assumed to carry their
techni color quantum number, and in addi ti on ordi nary
color, SU(2)L' and U(l) quantum ~umbers. To ma~e
technicolor-singlet states frOl11 FF one can comblne
them in the available pairs. Allowing F to include
color triplet states (0) and color singlet states
(L), and assuming all are electroweak doublets, gives
[recall,~~3=OO:n, 2@2=3Ef)1] color singlets [LL,
(U"Oh], color triplets ([0, /R], and color octets
[(00)8], all bosons, with spins 0 and 1 expected.
Whi le it is not 1oqi cally necessary to have both
technifermions O,L'and to have the technifermions
carry color and SU(2) quantum number, it seems to be
very hard to give masses to ordinary fermions in any
other picture. By analoqy with ocn, the spin 1
states (like the p and the 00) are expected to have a
ma ss about that of the ma ss scal e of the theory,
which has to be about 1 TeV to get mw, mz correct.
The spin 0 bosons initially arise as Goldstone bosons
and they are massless. If they had no other
interactions they would stay massless, but because
some of them are colored and charqed they qet
mass -- but in amounts approximately calculable frOl11
the standard model, because only ordinary color and
charge are involved. Other sources of mass are
present in the model, and could qive a few GeV of
mass or conceivably up to 50 GeV in some cases.

The reader can consult the referencesB•1,B.2,8.3
to stUdy the full 1 ist of particles and for
discussions of expected masses and decays. Si nce we
are treatinq Technicolor as an approach to sUQqest
interesting" things to study, we wi 11 1eave many
details for the 1iterature. Here we focus on five
states. See also the contribution of K. Lane to these
proceedi ngs.

8) Neutral Hi ggs-l ike Bosons

There are 1ight, color singlet, electrically
neutral (pseudo) scalars that are 1ike the usual
Hi ggs boson. In the TC theory they cannot be too
heaVy (say Mo<40 GeV, perhaps IlUch ~ess) and mig~t be
expected in 1-10 GeV ranqe. Searchlnq for, them 1S
just 1ike searching for a normal neutral H1 qllS,
except that the useful zoZoHO coupl inll (which

11+11-
allows a search for Win e+e- + {e+e-} HO in the

Standard Model) is absent here (see Lane's
discussion) •

C) Charlled Higgs-like Bosons

There are 1 ight, charged, color singlet bosons;
they are indistinguishable from fundamental charlled
Hillgs bosons. Their mass should be m±<40 GeV and
might be expected in the 5-20 GeV range. See the
discussion above in Section 6 concerning their
proQJction and decay properties. They are also
considered in some detail in other sections of the
proceedings. If such states do not exist it is a very
serious constraint on Technicolor ideas, and probably
excludes most approaches. [But, beyond the Standard
Model there are essentially no decisive negative
results; only finding a signal is definitive.]

Dj Th e !!l.

If the technifermions are colored, they will
form color octet (pseudo) Goldstone bosons (usually
called the technieta, nT). (See Dimopoulos, Ref. 8.1,
and ref. 8.2.) These states start out massless but
get about 250 GeV of mass from color interactions.
That number is more firm than others because masses
add quadratically for bosons, and even 50 GeV of mass
from other sources hardly shifts it. Further, since
the nT is a color octet pseudoscal ar,

(i) its coupl i ng to the vector qaUQe bosons
(gluons) is calcul able analagous~y to the coupl inq of
nO to yy, so its production cross section can be
ca1cul ated,

(i i) since it is a color octet its cross section
is large.
Thus even though it is heavy, nT is copiously proQJced
at hadron machines.

Further, because of its connection to mass
generation the nT is expected to coupl e more stronllly
to heavier states, so its dominant decay should be to
the heaviest quark pair, e.g. ft. If t-quark jets can
be selecte:! with sufficient efficiency, the effective
mass of ft may show an nT peak. The kind of cuts and
detector needed to carry out such an analysis has been
studied in some detail by Baltay et al., and is
described in their report in these proceedings; they
sh(7,o/ proQJction cross sections including scaling
violations for a range of masses and energies. While
further analysis is needed, especially concerning the
properties of the Monte Carlo results they USe to
estimate and reject background, their current view is
optimi stic that an nT sillnal could be found at a hiqh
intensity hadron collider if it were present in the
data at the expected level, even if mt,,20 GeV; as J'lt
increases the situation improves. It is worth noting
that the pro<ilction cross section for nT, do/dy-(r/~)

G(x1) G(X2), where r is the partial width for nT+llll, m
is the nT mass, and G the gluon distribution function.
Since the partial width r is itself proportional to
m3, do/dy depends on m only throuqh phase space and
the gluon distributions functions. Thus comparison of
nT pro<ilction rates at different machines depends only
on these standard quantities and is gualitatively
quite reliable.

An nT is expected to have other interesting
decays that can be used for detection or study. In
particul arB· 2 nT+G+Z o shoul d occur at about 1/2%, and
G+y at about 1/6%. If 105 nT are pro<ilced i~ 10 sec
at a hiqh intensity collider, a 1/2% decay glVeS 500
events," and ZO+G should be a very clear siqnature.

E) Leptoquarks

In Technicolor there are leptoquark
states.8 •1,8.2 These are spinless bosons which are
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color triplets, so they are pair produced in hadro~

collisions. They have charges q=5/3, ••• so they <l1ve
25/36 a3 units of R in e+e-reactions. They qet less
mass than the color octets, with m expected to be
about 150 GeV.

Thei r decay wi 11 be to a 1epton and a quark.
Again, models suqqest they have coupl inqs ,
proportional to mass, so they couple to the heavlest
states, but that may not hold. Decays include tT,
t\l, til, CT, CII, C\l,... Some of these a re very qood
signatures and may allO<i the 1~Ptoquarks to ~e found
even with their modest productlon cross sectlons.
Both the siqnatures with a charged lepton and those
with a \l may be valuable, the latter qivinq larqe
mi ssing energy and PT.

Above their threshold in e+e- (>300 GeV?) it
seems 1 ikely that 1eptoquarks can be found, although
no study of backgrounds and signatures has yet heen
done. At hadron colliders a study of hO<i to detect
them has been begun but more work is needed.

F) Spin 1. Technicolor Particles

The theory has spin one bound states 1 ike
the p ,w. They come in color octets (a s the
pseudoscalars) and color singlets (these correspond
to the pseudoscalars that combine with W±, ZO to give
them ma ss). They wi 11 occur as s-channel resonances
in e+e- and in qq or qg, qiving large effects for
IS - 1 TeV [it is conceivable their masses are
smaller than the scale of the theory, e.q. by as JTlIch
as a factor of 2, hut there is no good way to
estimate their masses.] They will have a numher of
interestinq decays, such as W+W-, ZOZO, W±q, ZOq,
ZOW+q and would qive dramatic effects.

The color sinqlet states qive of order 10 units
of R in e+e- collisions, correspondinq to 0-1 pb.
With f=103 3/cm2 sec this gives 104 events in 107 sec
and can be studied; if f drops to 1030 , it becomes
very difficult, as the W+W- backqround i ~ ,
significant. Similarly, in hadron reactlons, whlle
one can produce the color octet p and take advantage
of the 1arger color coupl ings, one still finds a
cross section of only about 8 pb. [That is easily
understood qualitatively one has

~~) " 4rr (2J+1) (r 1m3) q(x)q(x)
dy y=o qq

where the first two factors are from the s-channel'
resonance fonwl a, .and ,PT ~ s coupl ed to the two 3
hadrons by quark dlstrlbutlons. For J=l, rqq/m=lo- ,
m=l TeV, and evaluating the quark distributlons at
x"l TeV/40 TeV for a 40 TeV collider (so q(xl,,0.4) ~

gives do/gy)y=0,,2.5 pb.] Then a 40 TeV colllder wlth
f=l03 0/cmZsec woul d have 80 events in 107 sec. Wi th
the wt,Zo backqraund 104 times larger this is
probably too small to see, and certainly too small to
study. And, arisinq from an s-channel, colored
resonance it is one of the larqest effects that can
be expected from 1 TeV physics. This exaJ11lle clearly
illustrates the need for high lumi nosHy machines to
do TeV physics.

G. Summa ry

If nature had a structure like that suqqested by
Technicolor ideas, important contributions to finding
the particle states can be made hy both e+e- and
hadron coll iders. The charqed Hi ggs and 1eptoquarks
can probably be detected at e+e- machines up to the
energy 1imit m</s/2. Hadron colliders can probably

do well on nT, may be able to study charqed Hi ggs if
they occur in heavy quark decay, and may be able to
detect leptoquark states; more detailed study is
needed in the latter two cases. The light neutral
Hi gqs are hard to find. They may have domi nant
decays to heavy quarks such as cc or bo, in wh~ch
case sophisticated high resolution detectors mlght
allO<i a siqnal to be found. The best method may
require detecting the Wilczek mechanism V+POy on a
quarkonium state'V=T or tt, so perhaps an e+e
machine that can sit on the T is a hiqh priority to
look for 1 iqht neutral Hi ggs. Future TeV e+e- or
hadron colliders can study the 1 TeV region, which
miqht be quite rich, hut hiqh luminosity will be
needed.

9. Su pers)fl1metry

A) Survey £! Theory

As discussed above, Technicolor is one idea to explain
in part why the standard model works, and what the
physics of mass generation and scalar bosons is about.
The other approach that can incorporate ~cala~ bosons
a s part of the theory is supers)ft1metry, 1 n whl ch every
fermi on has an associated boson. In the eyes of many
theorists supers)ft1metry is particul arly beautiful
because (1) a local gauge theory of supers)ft1metry can
be related to gravity, so that one can hope for a
framework including all the knO<in forces of nature,
and hope for relating the cosmoloqical constant to
particle physics; (2) one can make models which are
both supers)ft1metric and grand-unified and which shO<i
promise for understanding widely separated mass
scales' and (3) it has fewer divergences than a
generai field theory and many quantities are not
renormalized. For a recent review see Ref. 9.1, and
see the contribution of Hi nchl iffe and Littenberq for
more details.

Supers)ft1metry must he a broken s,~metry or each
of the familiar particles would have a partner of the
same mass, charge, color, etc hut 1/2 unit less spin.
That is not observed. The scale of supers)fl1metry
breakinq is unknO<in, so we do not knO<i what masses the
new particles shoul d have. However, if supers)fl1metry
provi des the expl anation for the qauqe hoson mass
scale of order 100 GeV, whatever mechanisms are
operating to give masses on that scale will presumably
operate on many of the particles that have very small
masses before the s)ft1metry is broken. Thus if nature
is supers)ft1metric one can hope to find partners of
photons, qluons, quarks, leptons, w±, ZO all with mass
within a factor of 2-3 either way from mz. The
simplest ideas would produce lighter states, with all
the above having mass well belO<i mz. As always, there
are no guarantees -- a negative resul t does not
exclude a supers)ft1metric world at a higher mass scale.
A positive result would be a great breakthrough.

Si nce the partners of the fermions, and
particul arly the partners of the massless gauge
bosons, caul d be quite 1 iqht, searchi ng seriously for
supers)ft1metric partners is appropriate even today. We
will discuss four kinds of particles. All of the
coupl ings of the partners can be deduced from those of
the normal particles by takinq the usual vertices and
replacinq any pair of particles hy their
supers)ft1metric partners. A partner wi 11 be devoted by
a -. As in other sections, we are viewinq the
supers)ft1metric particles as qeneral prohes of unknO<in
phenomena; we leave some details for the literature
and we do not qive a general discussion of
supers)f!!metry phenomenol oqy. We a 1so note that
Fayet9•2 has suqgested an additional, 1iqht, vector
boson from an additional U(l) s)ft1metry in a
supers)ft1metry model; there is not yet evidence against
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the existence of this state, and it is best looked for
in precision lOt/energy experiments.

B) Photinos (Y')

They are the partners of photons, and are spin
1/2 fermions. They couple as shOt/n to a fermion of

charge Qq. They will interact in a detector by
hittinq a quark and excitinq a scalar quark

y+q + q + q+q

which decays to a quark and a q1uino (the qluon
partner). The qluino in turn decays and eventually a
1ightest supers}l11metry particle escapes. Si nce the
scalar quark is preslJ1led to have mass of order mZ, the
photino interaction9•3 cross section is typically
somewhat larqer than a v cross section. Thus a
photino may interact in a beam dump detector but will
escape a typical coll ider detector. [I f there is a
1ighter supers}l11metry pa~ticle, e•.9J the ~oldstone

fermion G, the photino wlll decay y+yG, wlth a
1 i fetime set hy the scale of superS}l11metry breakinq
and by the photino mass. If it decays, some detectors
might see the photon.]

Di rect production of photinos is difficult to tV
arrange. They are produced by e exchange in e+e-+'¥y,

but G-Sa2/~ which is a typical weak cross section
(since~ is large) and thus too small, unless very
hiqh luminosity is available. If photinos are seen
most likely it will be from the sequence where gluinos
are produced and the photinos appear as q1uino decay
products. The photino mass is unknOt/n. Na ive1y one
would expect it to be of order a/as times a gluino
mass. Since the gluino mass is at least several GeV
(see below), one might expect photino masses above
perhaps 1/4 GeV.

To slJ1lmarize: photinos are hard to produce
directly but they will occur in the decay of other
supers}l11metry particles. They wi 11 interact in beam
dump detectors but not in co11ider detectors, so they
carry away energy and mOl'1entlJ1l at tl1e 1atter.

C) Gluinos (g)

These are the spin 1/2 partners of q1uons.
Si nce they are ce10red they coup1 e to q1uons
strongly, and with the 1arqe color octet
C1ebsch-Gordon coefficient, so they are very stronq1y
produced, which makes them gotentia11y of qreat
experimental interest9•4 ,9•• Their decay signatures
a re useable.

To find the q1uino coup1 ings we start from the
normal QCD couplings and change particles to their
supers}l11metry partners in pairs.

rJ ..-v

'-U OSQ~ R~ ---7~Q~~,~~
35 3 'Q Q ...... Q

s' ~..s "0.

~~~~~~)1;
~

From these diagrams and those for photinos we see that
the gluino will have the decay mode q~ (Qq is the
charge of the quark, e.g. 2/3 e). [In q10bal

supers}l11metry there is also the decay q+qG where Gis
t he Go 1ds tone fermi on. Th e qqy mode usually will
dominate, and illustrates all our points, so we only
discuss it here. Al1 a1ternatives are discussed in
Re f. 9.5]

Using the above diaqrams, gluons could be
pair-produced from any hadrons by coup1inq to the
gluons in the hadrons.

The gluino cross sections come out to be 10-20 times
those for quarks of the same mass. (See the contribu
tion of Hinchliffe and Littenberg to the proceedings.)

One can shaN using the above information and
existing data that the gluinos will decay with
1 ifetimes less than a few cm, and that they should
have been observed if they were 1 iqhter than a few
GeV in mass (otheJ"oolise the cross section to produce
them gets too small). The Florence, Michiqan, Ohio
State, Wa shington, Wi sconsin beam dump experiment at
FNAL has recently published the best limits, witl1

Iii'q>3.5-6 GeV depending on various alternatives. Such
masses always refer9• 5 to the kinematical mass that
affects the production cross section -- that includes
some constituent mass as the gluinos bind (preslJ1lahly
with gluons) to make color singlets. Tl1at nlJ1lber
wou1 d be of order 1 GeV if only the color were
relevant -- the reader can make his own estimate.

Experiments at higher energy machines can be
sensitive to JTrUch higher gluino masses. The I SR with
experiments in progress can go to masses in the 7-10
GeV range (H. Gordon et a1. , BNL research note). The
SPS collider can search for masses up to about 25
GeV. Li ttenberg has analyzed the situation at hadron
col1iders inclUding both production and detection of
a signal, and suggests (see his contribution to the
proceedings) that one can achieve sensitivies as
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shOl'ln in the table (the upper limit on gluino mass is
shOl'ln in GeV/c 2):

f

with e pairs or 1I pai rs or T pairs, but half the
energy is missing and the leptons are acoplanar and
not colinear. Present limits for'e'and 'i'r'are about 16
GeV from PETRA.

e++e- • q+Q+g,

For the bottom rOl'ls the backgrounds are guessed,
while for the top two rOl'ls they come from the I SAJET
Mo nte Ca rl o.

(E) Scalar quarks (q).

There is a scalar quark for qL and for qR. They
are produced in e+e-with 63q2/4 units of R, where q is
the quark charge. As for scalar 1eptons, degeneracy
coul d occu r. Th ey may be cons i derably harder to
detect because of the background from semi leptonic
decays of quarks, but they· should be detectable with
careful analysis up to the kinematic 1 imi ts at
e+e-ma chi nes.

(F) Summa ry

What masses shoul d be expected for supers)fTImetry
partners? Can the machines under discussion cover an
interesting range? The mass range is not knOl'ln, and
the answers to these questions are matters of
conjecture. However, as mentioned in the
introduction to this section, many points of view
woul d put scalar 1epton and quark masses and W,Z
partner masses within about a factor of two of mz, so
that is certainly an interesting range. Scalar
leptons have the fewest interactions so they might
have masses of order 1/2 mz. Gluinos are potentially
the most interesting as they are Majorana fields and
thus are often protected from having mass by global
s)fTImetries -- to avoid havinq very light gluinos,
model builders ITUSt expl icity break these global
s)fTImetries in their Lagrangians. Even then some
gluino mass contributions can be suppressed, so the
range up to mZ is an extremely interesting range for
glu ino masses (and many existing models have gluino
masses of order 1 GeV).

Finding whether nature is supers)fTImetric is of
the greatest importance. In a few years e+e- machines
will allOl'l detection of scalar leptons up to 1/2 mZ.
Existing hadron machines will allOl'l searches for
gluino masses up to perhaps 25 GeV, and planned hadron
machines will allOl'l searches to above 100 GeV by the
end of the decade. A 10 TeV hadron collider with f
above 1032/cm2 sec, or a Is = 5110 GeV e+e-collider
would probably give definitive results if
supers:,mmetry has any "101'1 energy" manifestations at
all.

10. The Fl avor Probl em

Scalar quarks can be produced with gluinos up to
high masses at hadron colliders; see Littenberg and
Hi nthliffe for details. Using similar analyses to
those for gluinos, there is a good possibility they
can be found up to high rna sses.

Both tL and tR have a scalar partner. In
principle they can have different mass. With t=e,lI,T
there can be six scalar charged leptons. They may be
approximately degenerate if their mass originates from
a flavor-independent mechani9TI. There are indications
that that might be required to avoid flavor changing
neutral current effects, but that is model dependent
and may be avoidable by s:,mmetry arguments.
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Such reactions can occur through the follOl'ling
diagram (assuming lS>mq+mg)...... ·ct

ef- c( ... U

en
The experimental problen is to distinguish this
reaction from e++e-.q+Q+g. The £[ima~ signature.is
large missing momentum from the g to y decay, as ln
hadron-hadron searches for gluinos. In addition, one
might hope that the Q'lf.l system had di fferent jet a'p
angul ar di stribution properties, compared to the qqg
system.

Gluinos would also shOl'l up in deep inelastic
processes with an effect on as and on scaling
violations. Explicit predictions for high energy ep
machines do not seem available; the most recent
treatment is in ref. 9.7 and the literature can be
traced from there.

The signatures are discussed in detail in
Hinchliffe and Littenberg's contribution to the
proceedings. Basically the tools one has a,.j a
collider are that the"!!' decay includes the y that
escapes, so one has a noncopl anar event with a PT
unbalance, but no prompt charged lepton as would be
the case with a missing v.

Beam dump experiments produce a gin the dump
and then detect the photino (from the?/ decay) in
the detector. Longo and Leveille have looked at the
cross sections and kinematics and estimate that a 20
TeV fixed target experiment could find <Y up to about
a 20-40 GeV mass, depending on whether't' was required
to interact or whether one could see the photon from
~yG. If 'g'were found in the app,-S0priate r~nge this
would be a valuable way to study y interactlons,
and would give information about scalar quarks and
about the scale of supers)fTImetry breaking as well.

Gluinos may be produced in e+e- collisions via
the reactions2• 3 ,9.6

Technicolor and supers:,mmetry a re attempts at
solutions to fundamental questions, hut the flavor
problem is still just a problem, with no serious
potential explanations in sight. It is decades old,
since the recognition that the muon was essentially a
heavier electron.

It is cl ear that two kinds of experimental data
woul d help to clarify the problem.
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Scalar Leptons (l').(0)

The scalar 1eptons associated with e, II, Tare
the easiest supers)fTImetry partners to search for.
They are produced at any e+e-machine with 1/4 63 units
of R, up to the kinematic limit. They decay into the
associated lepton and a photino with 100% branching
ratio, rt.tr. The photino escapes, so one has events



(i) Today we knCl<l of three families. [This aSS\J11es
the standard model as described above. For one
interesting alternative approach see the contribution
of R. Holl1iln to the proceedings.] Finding out whether
there are more flavors is of great interest. One
method is to search for them di rect1y, look ing for new
lepton and quark flavors; this is discussed in Secs. 3
and 4 above. A second method is the v counting
experiment where the decay ZO+(non-interacting
objects) is measured.

(ii) All theoretical approaches that incorporate
several flavors lead to interactions which produce
some flavor changing neutral interactions (FCNI). In
many cases the natural size of the FCNI is larger
than the present experimental 1imi ts. One can make
models in which transitions involving light flavors
(s+d, Il+e) are suppressed by a s)1Tlmetry, while
transitions involving heavy flavors (b

5
+S, T+Il) give

branching ratios of order 10-4 to 10-. If (when?)
FCNI are found they may provide the clues we need to
make progress;' if they are not found and ~he 1 imits
get increasingly strigent, t~eir absence 1S also a
pCl<le rfu1 requi rement.

It is very important to realize that the flavor
problem may not be best approached by qoing to higher
energi es bu t rather by mo re intense and cleaner "1 Cl<I

energy" sources and by better detectors•.Assumi ~g

FCNI are mediated by heavy bosons, branch1ng rat10s of
the order of 10- 9 are significantly more sensitive
than 100l<.ing for transitions at higher energies
(including the effect of the grCl<lth of the cross
sections with energy).

To see that consider Il+eee as a prototype
reaction. Suppose it is mediated by a boson x.

~
~

Then, by conparison with the usual decay Il+evv, one
2

can define Gx=g2/8Mx , assume the same gauge coup1 inq
g, and so one expects

2 2 10
BReee = Gx/GF ~ 10- •

The latter number is chosen as a typical sensitivity
that wi 11 exi st in decay experiments in the next few
years, if no effect is found. Now consider a high
energy process such as e+e-+Il+e- or eP+IlX, where one
can take advantage of the grCl<lth with energy of the
primary cross section to get a higher rate. Up to
factors of order I, one finds a cross section

2
o = Gxs

2 2
for any such process. Using G~<10-10 GF, and s (or

33Q2) = 105 GeV2, one has q<10- 4 cm2• Even for £=10
and 107 sec, this is 10- 2 events, too 1 itt1e by far.
To achieve higher sensiti~i ty t~an 1Cl<I enrgy decays,
an experiment wi 11 need Q £T>1049 GeV2/cm •

For heavy fermions (t,b,T,c) the current results
are rate-1 imited. For S,Il interactions most present
experiments are detector-l imi ted, though ina few
years it may be possible to utilize more intense
beans.

It is extremely important to keep open our
options for better experiments 1001<. ing for f1 avor
transitions. They cou1 d come from many sources.
More intense and cleaner K,Il heams are one way.
Higher 1uf1linosity e+e- colliders that are T,C and b
factories are another. Higher energy fixed target
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programs may contain interesting possibilities -
e.g. a dedicated I:+ beam at FNAL that wou1 d al1Cl<1
I:+~PI!e to be studied with a sensitivity of 10- 11 to
10-12 might be worthwhile. Hadron colliders are
cop i ou s sources of heavy quark sand T'S; ove r 1010
b-quarks and over 109 T'S are expected per year at a
hadron co11 ider with f=1032/cm2-sec. The problem
there is to be able to study them experimentally; see
the analysis of rare b decays by Plattner et a1., in
these proceedings, where they ar~e that
sensitivities of 10- 5 to 10-0 can be achieved for
b-quark decays at an intense hadron collider.

11. Co""osite Quarks and Leptons?

In the past, every 1eve1 of matter has turned out
to be conposite. The signal for that, e.g. for
elements or for hadrons, was a pro1 iferation of
states. Today some people, seeing this situation
repeat in the fairly large number of quark colors and
flavors and lepton flavors, believe the same thing may
be happening again. There is of course no logical
necessity for it to happen, and others be1ieve.w~ ~ay

be studying a final level of matter. The posslblllty
of quark confinement in the Standard Model i ntro~ces
a new aspect to the picture and the three generatlons
may someday appear as a simp1 e situation. In any
case, experiment wi 11 significantly i llumi nate the
situation in the next decade.

An extensive report di scuss;'ng the extent to
which various machines probe cQll1)ositeness has been
written for the proceedi ngs by Peskin, Ei chten,
Leveille, and collaborators. Consequently, here we
only mention the suhject in an introductory way; the
reader shou1 d turn to thei r report. On e important
result they have is that hecause in e+e- reactions one
is conparing an electromagnetic proces~, of o:der a,
to a hypothetical new strong process wlth a dlstance
scale A, then the sensitivity is enhanced and one can
effectively reach A values given by (Q2/A2a )_I.
Detailed analysis then gives A>O. 75 TeV for e+e-, and
simi 1ar remarks for v reactions give A>2.5 TeV, all
from present data. Machines of the next few years
will significantly extend these bounds.

Another way effects related to conpositeness
could shCl<l up is in small currents of anomalous
space-time or i sospin properties, such as a magnetic
moment term for the electron coup1 ing, or an axial
vector, i sosca1 ar weak cu rrent. ~h e subgroup report
describes some of these, and we dl scuss some such
currents in other sections. If such currents are
found they can arise from a number of sources, and
disti~guishing them will be an exciting process.
Understanding possihle effects of quark and lepton
compositeness is a subject which deserves considerable
further work -- the information in the present study
is a useful heginning.

12. An oma 1au s Cu r rent s

The approach to a great deal of what has been
studied above is to 1001<. for new physics hy finding
new particles. An equally good method is to find new
currents or interactions.

To mention some exa""1es, if point-l ike Hi ggs
bosons exist they can mediate charged or neutral
transitions. These will then be scalar (or
pseudosca1ar) currents. In the simp1 est models they

2
would have a strength mm'/4mH relative to V-A
currents or electromagnetic currents, where m and 1'1'
are appropriate fermion masses and IT1H the Higgs mass.
In a deep inelastic process they introduce a cross
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section term proportional to x2y2/(m~+Q2)2, which can
be separated from the usual A+B(I-y) terms. In
general they provi de a l-y term in any weak or
electromagnetic deep inelastic cross section. An
interesting problem is to stUdy how to separate l-y
terms which arise from threshold effects, scalar
currents and expected QCD scaling violations. In a
Dre11-Ya~ process they 1ead to a cose term in the
angu1 ar di stribution of the 1epton pai r, by
interfering with the photon contribution. In u decay
they give n*O and ~*l. These questions are disc~ssed

in some detail in Ref. 7.2. All simple models (llVe
very small effects.

An amusing example is a possible lepton-quark
coupl ing. This might come from the technico1or
1eptoquarks, or from a vector boson. Constituent
models have such states. Most constraints one can
think of [e.g. g-2, "o+e+e-, v reactions, Ore11-Yan or
e+e-angu1ar distributions] do not provide severe
restrictions in a model independent way. Ordinary B
decay may provide the best constraints si~ an
interaction that coupled d to e- lor d to vel would
give a non-local source for the eVe pair; an
interaction which couples d to v may be alll7ried at
quite a high strength. Thus anomalous effects could
shl7ri up in high energy or in precision 1l7ri energy
experiments.

The most widely discussed examples of non-V-A
currents are the V+A, right-handed charged currents.
They occur naturally if one wants parity vi olation to
a ri se spontaneously from a parity conservi ng
fundamental theory rather than appear by asslJTlption as
in the standard model. Present limits on right-handed
currents are typically at the 10% 1eve1. All
constraints are model dependent; some can be evaded by
asslJTli ng the I eptonic coup1 ings of the right-handed
currents a re only to heavy "neutrinos" so they do not
shlJo'l up in 1eptonic and semi-1eptonic decays. For
these the searches at ep co11iders will be valuable
new probes. Others can be evaded by asslJTli ng the
right-handed currents do not coup1 e to the s-d vertex,
or that the CKM mi xing angle matrix for the
right-handed currents is orthogonal to the CKM mixing
angle matrix for the 1eft-handed currents. Exi sting
constraints are important restrictions on tl,eories and
models but do not imply any definitive resu1 ts about
nature: Ri ght-handed currents are currently being
searched forl2• 1 in u decay. At ep co11iders with
polarized beams they can be detected up to the
kinematic 1imits of the machines.

Indeed, while we have in many sections seen that
for most new particle searches the best results could
be expected at e+e- or hadron machines, for new
interact ions the ep c 011 i ders do best. Fo r both
scalar and for right-handed currents they can look
with good sensitivity. Some of this is quantitatively
documented in specific comments on ep collisions in
these proceedings, but more work needs to be done in
t hi s a rea.

While ep co11iders can look for new interactions
with good sensitivty, in general 1l7ri enerqy
interactions and decays will also be likely places to
look for new interactions. Examples where new results
could be found in the next few years include finding
parity violation in hydrogen, deuterilJTl, and heavier
atoms; measuring the decay distributions of T'S and
b's better in case right-handed couplings are stronger
to heavi er fermi ons; better measurements of da/dy in
vq and ve reactions; and precision measurements in
u ,K, and charm decay.

Fi nally, we mention the illllortant subject of CP
vi 01 ati on. So far it has been observed only inK

decay. While it can be incorporated into the standard
model, just as mass generation can, it is not
understood. Nothing new about ways to approach that
problem has been included in these proceeding, not
because it is not important, but because of time
1imitations and because the interests of the working
groups did not actively cover CP violation. To fully
explore the topic a wide variety of results may
ultimately be necessary. For exa!11>le, while detecting
a neutron electric dipole moment would be a great
breakthrough, without further experiments in other
systems we would not knl7ri even whether the result was
due to CP violation in the strong interactions or in
the weak interactions. Even the parameterization of
weak CP violation can be via the quark mass and mixing
angles, or vi a the Hi ggs sector, or vi a interference
of left-handed and right-handed currents that are not
in phase -- these can all be distinquished
experimentally, eventually.

R Unexpected Objects~ Phenomena

In other sections of this paper our disucssion
of physics beyond the standard model is guided by our
experience, by current theoretical ideas, and by
current theoretical speculations. However as
experiments move beyond the standard model we may
encounter objects or phenomena which are foreign to
our experience or which are not called for in current
theoretical thinking. In tb~section we catalog
some exampl es of such objects or phenomana.

A. Unexpected E1 ementary Pa rti c1 es

Some examp1 es are:

a) Isolated fractionally charged particles, either
quarks or leptons. The experimental situation is
still unresolved with respect to isolated or free
fractional charge.13.1-13.3

b) Tachyons, that is, particles which travel faster
than the velocity of 1ight,13.2,13.4

c) Heavy stable or long-lived particles.

d) Particles whose properties do not fit into the
expected particle type categories oT"Quarks, 1eptons,
i ntermeidate bosons, gluons, etc.

e) Particles with large electric charges or large
spins.

f) Particles with non-exponential 1ifetimes.

B. Unexpected El ementary Particle Phenomena

Some examp1 es are:

a) Events with unusually 1arge !IlJltip1 icities or
unusual relative numbers of hadrons or leptons.

b) Unexpected increases or decreases in total cross
sections.

c) Violation of our most sacred conservation rules,
nane1y charge conservation, ang.Jl ar momentlm
conservation, four-momentum conservation, and CPT
i nvari ance.

d) Violation of time reversal i nvariance ina new
sector of particle physics.

e) Violations of general quantlm mechanical ideas
such as unitarity and analyticity.
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f) Unexpected phenomena in low PT physics, such as
gross violations of Feynman scaling in inclusive
react ions.

ot too much. Then for the two types of collisions
qluon-gluon or valence quark-sea quark, the product
FF'-(l_x)10.

14. What if there is no Standard Model ZO?-- --------- -----

The essential point is that the total rate is of
the fonn
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(a) It is necessary to check that the total
event rate is large enough to see the signal
(e.q. at least 100 events/experiment or
whatever is appropriate).

The at curve is shown in Fiq. 15.1, calculated
with full scaling violations, all x dependence, etc.
While this figure is very useful for understanding
the trade off between t, IS, several caveats must be
kept in mi nd:

For single production of a particle of mass m,
x",m!ls. For pair production, x"'2m/lS. For large PT
production, x",2PT/IS.

Suppose we ask for constant event production
rate. If we increase s, we decre~ and we
increase (I-x) 10, so a goes up (phase space effects
are correctly included in the actual calculations as
well). The event production rate per second is at.
We can also increase at by leavinq Is fixed and
increasing t. Because of the characteristic behavior
of a with s, the at curve is about the same for most
reactions.

Fig. 15.1. This figure shows curves of constant
production physics. (See text for details.)

Three types of behavior of~ are of interest.
For production of a single particle, 'd-5C~-m2). For
a hard scattering, including pair production,
~-constant~. For a pointlike cross section, e.g. a
short distance constituent interchange, ~~. Since
~~X1X2S, these have slightly different x dependence
in the integrand for different~, but in all cases
the (l_x)10 dominates.

Understanding Luminosity vs. Energy
f or Had ron Co 11 iders-- --------

15.

Another direction in which we might find
ourselves is that the standard model is only a low
energy phenomenological theory, and the fundamental
gauge bosons wt,Zo do not exist. We should know
whether nature is like this within about a year;
before then, it may be worthwhile to think a little
about what kind of machines would be most useful if
we need to choose.

From the point of view of physics facilities,
probably the crucial thing to have available, if
there is no standard model ZO, is one which can scan
up to an appropriate mass for ZO states, or
automatically search a continuum of masses. If there
are ZO states, at least one will couple nonnally to
e+e-, u+u-, UU, do since these neutral current
couplings are measured, but additional states could
coupl e di fferently.

There are at least two approaches one can
di scuss. Fi rst, the low energy theory coul d be
purely an effective four-Fermi interaction, with
cross sections that grow like s. While the cross
sections will get large at very high energiesI4•1,
they do not get 1arge fast ---at Is",mZo the weak and
the single photon point cross sections are about
equal, so the net interaction rate is of order 10-3
that on the Zo. At higher c.m. energies the cross
section rises correspondingly.

Second, models with composite ZO and W± have
been constructed, and one approach to them is
described in the contribution of Abbott, Fahri, and
Tye to the proceedings. Here there is a "ZO"
resonance, somewhat higher in mass but within a
factor of two, and a large number of additional
interesting states.

It was frequently observed during the study that
the event rate was not always 1arqer for proposed
facilities with hiqher energy than for those with
higher luminosity at lower energy. One can easily
understand this as a general phenomenon. The t-IS
relation is a fairly universal curve.

While we do not expect to need to modify our
thinking along the above lines, it is certainly a
possible outcome, and it probably would affect what
constitutes an optimum research program.

where xl,x2 measure the fraction of the hadron
momenta carried by the partons 1,2; F and F' are the
distribution functions giving the probability of
havi nq the parton carry that momentum fraction; OS 1s
the cross section for the partons to collide and give
the final state of interest; and ~"'XIX2S, with ~ the
square of the constituent c.m. energy, s the square
of the total C.m. energy.

Fo r qluons the dOl'li nant behavi or of F is
qualitatively as (l-x)5, for valence quarks as
(l_x)3, for sea quarks as (l-x)7. This is 02
dependent and is modified by scalinq violations, but
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(b) If the threshold for the process in
question is at an energy above the machine's top
energy, no increase in f will help.

(c) Only the production rate is considered
here. If f gets too 1arge the experiment may
not be do-able. Even at useable f, the
background problems may be worse at higher f
than at larger IS. Alternatively, the event
multiplicity is larger at high enerqies.

In spite of these qualifications the lessons of
Fig. 15.1 are important to keep in mi nd.

There is another aspect of the relation between
luminosity and energy that should be discussed. On
the whole the traditional reaction of the particle
physics cOfTlll1.lnity has been to 90 to higher energy.
It is not obvious that that will always be the right
decision. One can imaqine worlds in which intense
sources of second and third generation quarks and
leptons that allow detailed studies of their rare
decays coul d be the crucial experimental ingredients
to success, or in which high statistics study of 100
GeV physics would be more informative than low
statistics study of 1 TeV physics. Of course, one can
imagine the opposite as well. An obvious example is
if higher energy brings new physics with cross
sections 1arqer than we expect. Then the curves in
Fig. 15a are'not relevant. This is, of course, .lust
one aspect of the adventure of qoinq into the unknown
territory of higher enerqies. If choices are
necessary for budqetary reasons, our point is that the
luminosity frontier should be considered as well as
the energy frontier.
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